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ABSTRACT 

The well-known field of engineering psychology, also 

known as human factors engineering, utilizes psychologists 

to solve Engineering's problems that concern the behavior of 

humans in their operation and control of engineering systems 

such as military aircraft. To limit psychology's relation 

to engineering this way is, however, counterproductive. 

Psychology requires a broader conceptualization of 

engineering psychology, a subfield of psychology, within 

which the psychologist's major concern is with the behavior 

of psychoengineering systems that affect the reliability, 

validity and safety of psychological research and practice. 

In contrast with human-factor systems, the psychoengineering 

systems include healthy and unhealthy, human and animal 

subjects. The affiliated problems are not those of the 

engineering industry. 

This study in engineering psychology concerned the 

safety of two electrical stimulation systems that are used 

on animals, chiefly dogs, in punishment and escape/avoidance 

conditioning procedures of psychology. The study referenced 

two safety questions. First, is the electricity, when 

applied externally to the ventral neck of the animal, 

capable of stimulating carotid sinus and vagus nerves to the 

vii 
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point of dangerously disrupting systemic blood pressure and 

sinus rhythm? Second, is the electricity capable of 

damaging the epidermis when it is applied repeatedly to the 

same two points of contact? 

Of forty-two anesthetized dogs, half were tested 

with a punishment system; the remainder were tested with an 

escape/avoidance system. Each was stimulated for five 

seconds, five times, at each of five intensities. Inter-

stimulus interval was about thirty seconds. Systemic blood 

pressures and electrocardiograms (ECG) were recorded. 

Control and experimental biopsies were taken for 

histological examinations of electrified and unelectrified 

specimens. Each animal's neck was examined grossly each day 

for ten days following the stimulation runs. 

None of the gross examination reports was positive. 

An exact binomial test supported the hypothesis that tissue 

samples from control and experimental biopsies did not 

differ histologically. Repeated measure ANOVAs were used to 

detect significant differences in systolic pressures, 

diastolic pressures, and R to R intervals of the ECG 

throughout stimulation runs. While there were some 

statistically significant results, there was no clinical 

significance, especially with regard to safety hazards. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Engineering psychology (EP) is a relatively young 

field which grew primarily out of experimental psychology. 

The first EP textbook did not appear until 1949 (Chapanis & 

Morgan, 1949), and little can be said about the field prior 

to the Second World War. 

The major impetus for the development of EP appeared 

during World War II when it became clear that man had become 

the weak link in the man-machine complex. As machines 

outstripped the abilities of human operators, a variety of 

unexpected events began to appear. To take an example with 

aircraft, there were unexpectedly high numbers of aircraft 

accidents and bombing errors. With submarines, whales were 

torpedoed, yet enemy vessels were overlooked and missed. In 

response to these problems, in June 1942 the Office of 

Scientific Research and Development's National Defense 

Research Committee formed an Applied Psychology Panel, 

mobilizing civilian assistance for a program that would 

apply psychology to military problems. Psychologists on the 

panel worked on a number of problems concerning the general 

design and evaluation of weapon-systems. For example, the 

1 



psychologists helped develop early radar systems, increased 

the effectiveness of human-operated artillery fire-control 

systems, and provided important solutions to a variety of 

signal detection problems ranging from improving the 

intelligibility of radio communications to designing 

insignias for military aircraft (see generally Stevens, 

1946). 

During the war, EP grew into a vigorous and produc

tive new interdisciplinary field of science, but it was 

during the next decade, roughly 1950 to 1960, that its 

growth was explosive. The military services established EP 

facilities such as the US Army's Human Engineering Labora-

tory. Many defense industries set up EP groups, and some 

psychologists even set up small EP consulting firms to 

assist the engineering industry. The Federal Aviation 

Administration supported the growth of EP because of its 

need to control the safety and efficiency of a growing, 

high-speed, air-traffic population. In 1957, with the 

2 

flight of the Soviet satellite, Sputnik, the dream of manned 

space-flight and deep-space-probes became a potential 

reality to everyone, while preluding additional EP problems 

and activities. Many relevant textbooks, professional 

journals and handbooks emerged during the decade, as well as 

two societies (The Human Factors Society and The Society of 

Engineering Psychologists) that facilitated an expansion of 

the field. 



Over the past twenty-five years, accomplishments in 

many scientific and technological specialties have enhanced 

EP's rapid growth. On the one hand, a growing variety of 

high-performance machines, many of which_demand highly 

specialized operator-performance, has required an increased 

activity. On the other hand, recent insights and method-

ologies bearing on such topics as information theory, 

stochastic processes, decision theory, control-systems 

theory, and cognitive psychology have better equipped the 

engineering psychologist to evaluate and optimize the 
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man-machine systems. (For more detailed historical reviews, 

see Kappauf, 1947; Grether 1968; Adams, 1972.) 

Psychology Requires a Broader Conceptualization of EP 

Although the name of the field, "Engineering 

Psychology," may imply that it is a specialty of psychology, 

the literature and current training programs demonstrate 

that the field is concentrated on topics/products of the 

engineering industry. The name, "Human Factors Engineering" 

is probably less misleading, because people, including 

psychologists, working in EP generally are employed by 

engineers to assist in human-engineering problems. In fact, 

it is well-known (McCormick, 1970) that EP's problems are 

concerned with the combination of one or more human beings 

and one or more physical components interacting to bring 

about, frofu given inputs, some desired output within the 



constraints of a given environment. Although there is a 

concern with human behavior, EP's traditional concern is 

with how humans behave in the operation and control of 

engineering systems (Sheridan & Ferrell, 1974). It should 
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not be surprising, then, that the psychologist who wishes to 

study and practice in this field is routed to engineering 

schools or the engineering industry. 

To limit psychology's relationship to engineering in 

this way is counterproductive. In fact, much of psychology 

can benefit from an engineering psychology perspective, 

assuming the perspective is conceived of more broadly than 

human factors engineering. This broader conceptualization 

should begin with the realization that the research and 

practice of psychology, with both humans and animals, takes 

place within psychoengineering systems. These systems, in 

contrast with traditional human factors systems, are 

composed of: Healthy or unhealthy, human or animal subjects 

(S); psychologists and/or other affiliated personnel (P); 

laboratory, classroom, clinical, and applied, non-clinical 

environments (E); and psychoengineering devices (D). 

Psychologists need to understand and control these systems 

(hereinafter called SPED systems) because the affiliated 

components function individually and interactively to 

determine the behavior, and the interpretation of the 

behavior of the subject within the system. In addition, 

SPED systems, like any other system, can suffer from 



problems with reliability, validity and safety, which in 

turn affect the reliability, validity, and safety (RVS) of 

the psychological research and practice. 
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Although psychologists commonly depend on these SPED 

systems, the systems are not receiving concerted attention 

in psychology. Consider, for example, technical apparatus 

(psychoengineering devices, the Ds) that are part of SPED 

systems. Familiar examples are shuttle boxes; discrimina-

tion learning panels; cages; radio telemetry transmitters 

and receivers; remote-controlled, locally controlled, and 

automatic electrical stimulators; food-pellet dispensers; 

white noise generators; vibrotactile stimulators; mazes; 

lick detectors; electrodes; biofeedback units; microproces

sors; nocturnal enuresis alarms; recording devices; 

cattle-prods; air-jets; and lemon-juice stimulators. 

Altnough psychologists use devices for a variety of 

purposes, they exercise little control over the suitability 

of these components for use in SPED systems. They do not 

define or specify, test or evaluate the Ds, at least in any 

systematic and comprehensive manner, nor do psychologists 

demonstrate any formal concern for the optimization of the 

performance of these devices in the system. The lack of 

structured regard for Ds is particularly troubling since 

they may be misused by the psychologist and since the 

performance of these Ds within SPED systems partially 



determine outcomes, including the RVS, of psychological 

research and practice. 

Improving the Quality of SPED Systems 

There are a number of ways in which EP can improve 

the quality of SPED systems and thereby improve the quality 

of psychological research and practice. 

follow: 

Some examples 

Specifications. A more broadly conceived EP should 

supply careful specifications for SPED systems and com

ponents so that they can be designed or chosen to serve the 

research and practice of psychology in keeping with desired 

levels of reliability. For example, with electrical 

stimulators that are used widely in psychology, psycholo

gists need to specify parameters such as those that pertain 

to electrode impedances and stimulator waveshapes so that 

SPED system stability or reliability can be achieved. Not 

to do so can also result in safety problems. 

6 

Communications. EP should assure that the technical 

communications regarding SPED systems allow for both 

research and practice to be replicated precisely. The 

psychology literature is endemic with poor EP communications 

which, in turn, can precipitate the construction of unreli-

able, invalid and unsafe SPED systems. An example can be 

found in the description of a shock-system in the Journal of 

Applied Behavior Analysis (Kircher, Pear~ & Martin, 1971). 
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The description of the D and the affiliated system is so 

sketchy that it could lead to the creation of hundreds of 

SPED systems, many of which would seriously diminish the RVS 

of subsequent psychological work that attempted to use the 

same D. 

Applications. The degree to which research findings - . 

are valid is affected by the degree to which the SPED system 

is performing to the specifications that the psychologist 

believes (more typically, assumes) characterize that system. 

Since specifications are typically written for a system that 

will be used in one application, EP should guard against 

situations where systems get used inappropriately in other 

applications. In addition to validity, reliability and 

safety could be threatened by an illegitimate application of 

a SPED system, however reliable, valid and safe it may have 

been for the original intended use. A more broadly con-

ceived EP would include investigations on the appropriate 

application of particular systems with aims to prevent 

illegitimate use. 

Safety. Unfortunately, psychologists do not study 

the safety of SPED systems. Ds, for example, and their 

interaction within SPED systems can present significant 

safety problems that can jeopardize the well-being of the 

subjects; the researchers or practitioners using them; other 

people, animals, and objects in the affiliated environment; 

and even the technical apparatus. Examples of safety 
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weaknesses in psychology can be found in reports of 

stimulators used in the treatment of nocturnal enuresis 

causing electrical burns (Meadow, 1973); water dispensers 

failing so that animals have gone for long periods of time 

without water and cages that have broken the legs of animals 

(R. L. Spencer, personal communications, April 1986); and 

radio-controlled "shockers" applying shock when CB transmit

ters or other extraneous sources of radio frequency signals 

go on the air (Johnson, Williams, & Landrum, 1965). EP 

should be responsible for assessing the safety of the system 

and each affiliated component, including reviewing the 

relevant safety literature and making safety measurements 

prior to and, if necessary, during the operation of the 

system. 

Failures. The reliability, validity, or safety of 

SPED systems can be diminished when SPED system components 

break down or fail. The engineering psychologist needs to 

specify the probability levels for different types of 

potential failures and weigh the impact that various types 

of failures can have on the intended psychological applica

tion of the system. While the manufacturers of a few Ds may 

examine the effect of different types of component failures 

on the operation of Ds, there is no published evidence that 

manufacturers or psychologists predict the effects of 

failures on SPED system performance. Recently, for example, 

a system used in the punishment of self-injurious behavior 



failed intermittently, without detection by psychologists 

(Sherman, Swinson, & Lorimer, 1985). The failure, in this 

case, affected the punishment paradigm, changing it func

tionally to a variable ratio negative reinforcement 

paradigm. This led to the subject being harmed and to th~ 

reinforcement, rather than the punishment, of the self-in-

jurious behavior. EP should guard against failures while 

considering the possible psychological consequences of 

failures (e.g., the ways that certain failures could affect 

paradigms) so that when failures occur, the potential 

negative consequences can be minimized. 

Effectiveness. EP should measure the effectiveness 

or efficacy of SPED systems. Where systems do not have a 

acceptable level of effectiveness, EP should pursue the 

identification and realization of improved SPED configura

tions or an adjustment of system parameters to increase the 

effectiveness. 

Generalized SPED Systems Analysis. Although the 

prior discussion used Ds as examples, any element inter

acting within a SPED system affects the performance of the 

system. Thus, all other affiliated components and entire 

9 

systems require formal study and professional attention, not 

just the Ds. EP should emphasize these system respon-

sibilities because it is a central responsibility of the 

psychologist to exploit SPED systems and_control RVS in 

psychology. Since psychologists typically do not address 
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these systems in a structured way, it is reasonable to infer 

that the RVS of psychology is jeopardized by the ongoing use 

of SPED systems and that SPED systems are not being utilized 

optimally in psychology. In addition, since the parameters 

of SPED systems determine both the behavior of S and pIS 

interpretation of the behavior, and since the study of total 

system behavior is not currently pursued in a structured way 

in psychology, potentially significant properties of S's 

behavior are apt to be overlooked. Thus, EP, with its 

emphasis on SPED systems, should generate new psychological 

insights and perspectives on human and animal behavior. 

EP Supports the Ethical Practice of Psychology 

A broader conceptualization and organization of EP 

can also support the ethical practice of psychology and help 

guard against unreasonable regulations. Psychology con

fronts an increasing ethics-of-science movement, often 

emotionally charged with "activists" who will attack 

psychology for any possible reason. If EP demonstrates 

responsibility, especially for the RVS of SPED systems, it 

will help psychology fulfill its ethical obligations, avoid 

public harassment and unnecessary government regulation, and 

maintain its own professional regulations. For example, the 

American Psychological Association (APA), in its animal 

research guidelines (APA, 1985), has taken special care to 

develop directives that are not inappropriately restrictive. 



It would seem that nothing could upset the right to this 

flexibility more than an irresponsible use of SPED systems 

in psychology. EP, by supporting the ethical practice of 

psychology through the guarding of the quality and perfor

mance of these systems, can help uphold the psychologist's 

right to flexibility, and to self-regulation in general. 

Concluding Remarks 

11 

The above categorizations demonstrate areas of 

potential EP activity in psychology. They do not, however, 

exhaust all possible areas of interest and application. As 

the field develops within psychology, new needs and oppor-

tunities for EP work will emerge. What is critical, then, 

is that EP become a subfield of psychology and not be 

labeled a field of engineering. This result is sensible 

because of the new focus EP should pursue and because 

engineering is not just a field; it is a process to effect 

purposes, agents, means, and methods--a process that can be 

adapted by psychology. 

Example of Research in EP 

Given the broader interpretation of EP, with its 

emphasis on the understanding and control of SPED systems, 

there are many unexplored domains of research and practice 

that should attract and challenge the psychologist choosing 

to work in the field. It is the purpose of this disserta-

tion not only to introduce the broader conceptualization of 
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[P, but also to provide a demonstration of an EP research 

project. The research topic selected concerns the safety of 

electronic training systems used on animal subjects. These 

systems apply an electrical current which, in keeping with 

its intended effects on the animal, will be called electri

cal stimulation, ES. 

ES is used widely in procedures of experimental and 

clinical psychology. For example, such stimulation has been 

arranged to provide tactile, electrocutaneous signaling 

(Geldard, 1974), analgesic, transcutaneous nerve stimulation 

(Burton & Maurer, 1974), and a variety of aversive and 

non-aversive signals for use in conditioning and training 

(Mackintosh, 1983; Tortora, 1983). Thus, while ES is 

referred to as electric shock, this label is generally a 

misnomer since the electricity can be applied in other ways. 

SPED Systems Using ES 

This study will concentrate on two types of SPED 

systems that use ES in the classical and operant condi-

tioning of animals: Locally controlled, subject-activated; 

and remote-controlled, radio-operated systems. 

Remote-Controlled. Radio-Operated System. In this 

type of system, an individual, the P, uses a radio transmit

ter to send various control signals to a small radio 

receiver within a unit such as a collar that is worn by an 

animal, the S. The receiver processes these signals so that 
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they control audio and electrical stimulators that are 

packaged within the unit. The range of these systems is 

about 350 meters, but some long-range units can extend the 

range to more than 700 meters. The P is therefore able to 

supply audio and electrical energies immediately to effect a 

wide variety of conditioning paradigms, while the subject is 

not confined to any particular physical environment (e.g., 

Tortora, 1983; M. J. Willard, K. Houpt, & R. H. Polsky, 

personal communications September, 1986). 

Locally Controlled. Subject-Activated System. 

type of system contains no radio transmitter or radio 

receiver. Instead, a transducer, commonly located on a 

collar, is used to provide an electrical signal-output 

automatically when the S exhibits a specific type of 

This 

behavior (e.g., a dog's barking). The output signal of the 

transducer is a voltage that serves to command the operation 

of audio and electrical stimulation circuits located inside 

the unit. Regardless of the location of the S, there is no 

need for continuous observation and control by the P (e.g., 

Tortora, 1987). 

Common Properties of the Two Systems. Each system 

uses at least two electrodes that apply ES currents to the 

S. The electrodes, which are generally attached to a 

collar, are usually spaced about two to four centimeters 

apart so that electrical contact can be achieved at 
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locations about one to two centimeters, bilaterally from the 

anterior, ventral midline of the neck of the animal. 

The electrodes are generally somewhat pointed at the 

end of elongated pods that extend from the stimulator, 

through a coat of hair, to the epidermis of the S. A 

variety of electrode geometries are available to avoid the 

matting of hair between the electrodes and the epidermis. 

This is necessary because hair, an electrical insulator, can 

disrupt the conductivity of the current that is necessary 

for ES. 

The open-circuit voltage of each system (voltage 

between electrodes when they are in contact with nothing) is 

high, in the thousand-volt range. This property helps 

assure that electrical energy will reach the epidermis, even 

as an electrical arc, provided the insulative barrier of 

hair is not too thick. However, the actual voltage applied 

across the epidermis is much lower than the open-circuit 

voltage. 

In each system, the minimum magnitude of the output 

impedance exceeds 100 thousand ohms; thus, the maximum 

output current, corresponding to a 1000 volt open-circuit 

voltage, is limited to a value that approximates 10 milli

amperes. The cross-sectional areas of the electrodes used in 

each system are about 0.1 square centimeter; thus, the 

maximum current density is approximately 100 milliamperes 

per square centimeter. 



Collars or other mechanisms such as harnesses have 

to be tightened in each type of system to establish good 

15 

electrical connection between electrodes and the S. Locally 

controlled systems, in addition, can require similar and 

additional adjustments so that sensors or transducers will 

respond to a particular behavior of the S (e.g., barking) 

and not respond to other behaviors (e.g., breathing, 

chewing, swallowing and scratching). Finally, 

technologically advanced systems of both types supply 

electrical energy at a variety of intensities that can be 

selected by the P. 

Possible Safety Hazards 

Safety hazards usually are not recognized until 

accidents are caused by the hazardous conditions. With 

remote and locally controlled training units, however, there 

are no data or evidence of accidents. The absence of 

evidence or data does not relieve EP's responsibility, 

however, to study the safety of these systems before 

accidents may occur. 

Possible Hazards of Electricity Used in ES. The 

most serious safety questions pertain to the electrical 

safety of ES. Specifically, there are three hazards that 

can be supposed with the electricity, es~ecially when it is 

applied to the neck of the S. 
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First, there could be a dangerous stimulation of 

cardiovascular control systems, with the physiological 

results ranging from minimal changes in heart rate and blood 

pressure to the induction of ~rrhythmias, cardiac arrest, 

and death (Brobeck, 1973). This concern·arises because, 

with the electrodes placed bilaterally about the midline of 

the .anterior, ventral surface of the neck, the current used 

for ES could traverse the carotid sinus and vagus nerves of 

the nee~. In addition, the current waveforms used for the 

ES contain frequency components that are on the order of 

rates (50 to 300 Hz) used in physiological, carotid sinus 

stimulators (e.g., Jonzon, Oberg, Sedin, & Sjostrand, 1973). 

Although the electrodes of the two systems are external 

electrodes rather than internal types that are used in the 

carotid sinus stimulators, the peak impulse levels of the 

currents used for ES are somewhat higher than those of the 

carotid sinus stimulators. Thus, the basic answer to the 

safety question would seem to depend on how much of the 

current used for ES actually reaches carotid sinus and vagus 

nerves of the animal's neck. 

Second, there may be an excessive heating of tissue 

under the electrodes. The amount of heat generated by a 

constant current source depends on the current density and 

the resistance of the skin through which the current flows. 

Each type of system delivers a current density that is high 
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enough to raise the possibility of thermal burns at the 

electrode sites (Feller, 1969). 

Third, the epidermis under the electrodes could be 

destroyed by high voltage. If the entire cross-sectional 

area of a current pathway presents a high resistance to a 

constant current source, then the source will impress a high 

voltage across the high resistance. Each system has voltage 

capabilities above 1000 volts. Thus, even under moderately 

high-resistance conditions where the electrodes interface 

with the epidermis, it is possible that there could be a 

dielectric breakdown of the epidermis, a phenomenon in which 

the high voltage, in effect, would "punch a hole" through 

the skin (Maurer, 1980). 

Despite the significance of these concerns, there is 

little information available on the safety of impulse 

current, the type of current that is used in the remote and 

locally controlled systems. In fact, for the entire 

population of stimulators using ES for the conditioning of 

animals, there are no electrical safety studies or reports 

of potential hazards. l The overall absence of information 

1. On the other hand, the electrical safety litera
ture (see Electrical Safety Bibliography, Appendix A) 
carries an abundance of information on topics of ventricular 
fibrillation due chiefly to 60Hz sinusoidal current; thermal 
burns due chiefly to 60Hz sinusoidal current, direct cur
rent, and radio frequency current; and electrolytic burns 
due to direct current. A little safety information is also 
available on the topic of dielectric breakdown due to high 
voltages. 
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is particularly troubling since the psychology literature 

carries numerous references to the use of these stimulators 

in research and clinical applications (e.g., Boe & Church, 

1968; Campbell & Church, 1969; Honig & Staddon, 1977; 

Schoenfeld, 1970). 

The remote and locally controlled ES systems also 

are being used by thousands of lay animal trainers. Since 

these people employ these systems because they allow them to 

use "psychological" conditioning techniques, these users may 

assume that the systems have been tested and "approved" by 

psychologists. It would seem, then, to be the ethical 

responsibility of psychology either to measure, specify, 

communicate and help control the basic RVS of these SPED 

systems, both within and outside the sphere of psychology, 

or else to make it extremely clear that it has no such 

concern with the performance of these SPED systems when used 

by the lay public. 

The subject of the present research concerned 

possible electrical hazards in these systems. There were 

two specific aims of this study. The first was to examine 

the direct effects of the ES voltages and currents on the 

epidermis, with special concern for the possibilities of 

dielectric breakdown and thermal burning of the epidermis. 

The second was to examine the immediate, direct effects of 

the electricity on the carotid sinus and vagus nerves of the 



neck, with concern for a possible adversive disruption of 

heart-rate and/or systemic blood pressure. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Animal subjects, forty-two adult dogs, were chosen 

because dogs represent the greater part of the population of 

Ss on which the two types of systems are applied. A single 

breed of dog was selected to reduce intersubject variabil

ity. Veterinarians of the Division of Animal Resources 

(DAR) of the College of Medicine at the University of 

Arizona suggested the use of greyhounds because the animals 

tend to be vulnerable, both from the standpoint of the 

cardiovascular system and the epidermal system. If the 

safety hazards were real, we would expect to see them in 

greyhounds. 

The forty-two adult greyhound dogs were acquired by 

the DAR. Each subject had been accepted after passing a 

routine DAR animal examination and treatment procedure 

involving a gross physical examination; complete blood count 

(CBC) including differential and hematocrit; dipping for 

external parasites; antiparasitic medication for roundworms, 

hookworms, and whipworms; and shots to protect against 

distemper, hepatitis, leptospirosis, and parainfluenza. 

20 
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The subjects (23 males and 19 females) ranged in 

weight from 18.0 to 32.7 kg. The average weight was 26.6 

kg, and the standard deviation was 3.29 kg. Neck perimeters 

(measured on the unshaven animal at the location where the 

stimulator apparatus was to be connected) had an average 

value of 32.9 cm, standard deviation of 2.0 cm, and a range 

of 28.0 to 36.0 cm. 

Facilities 

The DAR is accredited by the American Association 

for the Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care (AAALAC); 

the facility operates in full compliance with U.S. Public 

Health Service (PHS) Policy (PHS, 1986) and the APA Guide

lines for Ethical Conduct in the Care and Use of Animals 

(APA, 1985). Over the course of the study, the animals were 

cared for and used exclusively within the DAR facilities, 

under constant veterinary supervision. The conduct of 

animal procedures in a DAR surgical suite was facilitated by 

a DAR laboratory coordinator and DAR research assistants. 

Facilities and the personnel of the DAR Diagnostic Labora

tory served completely in the preparation of slides for 

histopathological examination by veterinarians of the 

laboratory. 
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Apparatus 

Stimulator Selection 

Tri-Tronics models Al-70 and Al-80 remote-controlled 

dog training systems were chosen for use in this study. The 

model AI-70's electrodes and type of impulse current are 

identical to the electrodes and current of the Tri-Tronics 

locally controlled system, the model MBL2. 

With the Tri-Tronics systems, it is easy to adjust 

the level of ES intensity. Five discrete levels, desig-

nated, in o~der of increasing intensity, "levell, 2, 3, 4, 

and 5," are available through the selection of color-coded 

plugs that are inserted into a collar unit worn by the dog. 

Each plug contains a resistor that becomes a series 

component of the ouput impedance of the stimulator. The 

maximum output current is limited by the output impedance; 

thus, the resistors affect the maximum value of current that 

can flow through the animal. 

The variable intensity feature was attractive for the 

safety investigation because it would facilitate hazard-

titration procedures. For example, if evidence af a safety 

hazard, such as an electrical burn, were to be detected 

after all five intensities had been applied, a later trial 

2. The MBL is locally controlled and requires that" 
the dog bark for ES to be delivered. The anesthetized dog 
can not bark; thus, the remote-controlled unit, Al-70, was 
used to provide the type of current that would be supplied 
by the locally controlled unit. 
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would include all ES levels except the highest level to see 

if the burning still occurs. Were burning to be detected 

again, a subsequent trial would leave the the highest and 

second highest levels out, and so forth. 

Two of each type stimulator system were selected 

"off the shelf," at random, by Tri-Tronics personnel. The 

Al-70 serial numbers were 23439 and 25981; the Al-80 serial 

numbers were 6969 and 6975. After selection, each system 

was retested by quality control personnel at Tri-Tronics to 

reassure that the systems were within acceptable limits of 

quality control. 

Stimulator Electrodes 

Each stimulator was packaged on the outer aspect of 

a nylon-reinforced polyvinylchloride dog collar, which 

contained two chrome-plated, nickel-plated brass electrodes, 

each extending within an insulated pod assembly, perpen

dicularly over a distance of 1.5 cm from t~e inner aspect of 

the collar to the neck of the dog. The uninsulated portion 

of the assembly, the electrodes, each had a surface area of 

approximately 0.125 sq cm. 

The minimum radius of curvature at the electrode 

surface was about 0.1 cm, ensuring that the electrodes were 

not sharply pointed. The electrodes were spaced 3.3 cm 

apart along the inner circumferential axis of the collar, 

yet the pods were maintained in near parallel orientation 
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to each other by attachment to two threaded studs projecting 

perpendicularly from a rigid, flat aluminum cover of the 

electronics package. See Figure 1. 

Electrical Stimulator Parameters 

Each Al-70 stimulator delivered a continuous train 

of pulses, each pulse-width approximately 0.425 ms. The 

repetition rate was approximately 270 Hz. The output 

impedance of the stimulator was about 100 Kohm at the 

highest, yet greater than 1 Mohm resistive at the lowest 

intensity setting. The peak voltage measured across a 100 

Kohm resistive load was about 1395 volts at the highest 

intensity setting; thus, the current under actual conditions 

of use would be less than 14 rnA (peak) at the highest 

intensity setting, and less than 1.4 rnA (peak) at the 

lowest. 

Collar Tightening Mechanism· 

Each of the four collars had an unhitched length of 

approximately 63.5 cm. A common, hole-in-collar/belt-buckle 

system was used to adjust the tightness of the collar on the 

neck of the animal. Each collar had nineteen holes spaced, 

in linear succession, approximately 1.5 cm apart. This 

spacing provided collar perimeters that range from 

approximately 28.5 to 57.0 cm in about 1.5 cm increments. 

Note that the use of the term "circumference" is avoided 

here because there is a flat spot running for about 5 cm 
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Electrodes. Electrodes (1 and 2), spaced 3.3 ern 
apart, project from electronics package (3). 
Portion of electrodes colored black is insulated. 
Uninsulated portion of electrodes have minimum 
radius of curvature of about 0.1 ern. Part of the 
collar (4) is seen between the electrodes and the 
electronics package. 



along the perimeter where the collar is held to the flat 

cover plate of the collar-electronics housing by the 

electrode pod assemblies, discussed previously. 
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The collars used in this study were labeled with 

ascending integers starting with 1 at the collar hole 

closest to the tip end of the collar, the hole that provides 

the highest perimeter. In this way a record of collar 

perimeter could be included with the measurements of the 

animal's unshaven neck perimeter that was obtained before 

the collar was put around the neck. 

Radio Transmitter/Receiver 

Sensitive radio-receiving apparatus (less than 1 

microvolt input signal necessary at the antenna input 

terminals) was tuned to the 27 MHz band and packaged with 

each stimulator. The apparatus received and detected tones 

that controlled the stimulators. A receiving, 

teflon-insulated wire antenna was woven back and forth, 

about fifty times, from the inner to the outer marginal 

aspects of the collar to form a U-shaped antenna that 

covered about two-thirds the total length of the unhitched 

collar. The long dimension of the U antenna was about 

41 cm, the width was about 2 cm. See Figure 2. 

Tri-Tronics transmitters broadcasted the tones 

intended for the receivers. The transmitters were 

amplitude-modulated, double-sideband devices operating with 
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Receiver/stimulator. The intensity plugs are 
labeled 1,2,3,4 and 5. The level 3 intensity 
plug is plugged in, with black-colored turn-on 
plug (6) inserted on the opposite side of the 
receiver/stimulator. The two electrodes are 
located between the two plugs. Collar with 
receiving antenna is shown buckled to the 7th 
hole position. Al-70 and Al-80 
receiver/stimulators look alike from the outside. 
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an antenna input power of less than 275 mw within the 27 MHz 

band. All spurious radiation was of radiated power level, 

weaker than -40 db relative to power at the fundamental fre-

quency. Transmitters of each system used a telescopic, whip 

antenna containing a loading inductor. The antenna could be 

extended maximumly to an exposed length of approximately 120 

cm, or fully collapsed to about 10 cm. The loading inductor 

was exposed over the entire range of extensions. Minimum 

transmitter range occurred with the antenna fully collapsed. 

Interference to other devices surrounding the DAR 

was not a major concern because the receivers and the 

affiliated U-shaped antennas were to be located not more 

than 5 m from the affiliated transmitters. Thus, 

transmitting antennas were fully collapsed to the minimum 

range position. See Figure 3. 

To search further into the possibility of 

interference in an area where a considerable number of 

delicate, sensitive electronic instruments were used, key 

biomedical engineering personnel responsible for equipment 

in the facility were consulted. The engineers gave further 

assurance that the transmitters would pose no problem for 

the facility. 

AC, RF, and DC Safety Hazards 

All the electronics of the collar unit were 

battery-powered and were energized for use by an insertable 
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Transmitter. Transmitter with telescopic antenna 
(1), containing loading coil (2). Depression of 
the button (3) on the side of the transmitter 
causes receiver/stimulator to generate ES. 
Release of the button turns the ES off. 



turn-on plug. There was no 60 Hz (AC) leakage current, no 

generation' of high radio frequency (RF) energy, and no 

externally exposed direct current (DC). Thus, well-known 
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AC, RF, and DC safety hazards (Pacela, 1974) that could have 

presented serious confounding in this safety study were 

avoided by the use of the collar units. 

Protection Against Accidental Stimulation 

The collar units had an automatic turn-off circuit 

that prevented more than 10 seconds of continuous electrical 

stimulation. With more than 10 seconds, the circuit would 

turn the unit off, until it was reset manually by removing 

and reinserting the turn-on-plug at the collar. This 

feature, aside from the fact that the receivers display a 

high immunity to radio interference, gave even greater value 

to the use of these systems especially in the location of 

the DAR test facility, an environment located near the 

premises of a large research hospital and a total, health 

sciences center abundant with radio-generating apparatus. 

To further protect against the possibility of 

interference and undesired stimulation, the receiver/

stimulators, affixed with Tri-Tronics neon testing lamps 

(see Testing Apparatus section below) were monitored within 

10 m of the actual testing environment. The monitoring 

occurred on three weekdays from 0900 to 1300 MST, times 

during which the study would be conducted. No interference 



was noted. Overall, the probability of accidental 

interference-based stimulation with these units was 

insignificant in the DAR environment. 

Battery Chargers 

Transmitters and receiver/stimulators were powered 

by nickel-cadmium batteries for which Tri-Tronics included 
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battery chargers. It was estimated that during the testing 

of each animal, a collar unit would be turned on for about 

2 hr and that the accumulated stimulation time would be 

about 3 min. The unit would be used roughly once every two 

weeks. Given this proposed schedule, Tri-Tronics advised 

that the transmitters and receiver/stimulators be given an 

8-hour charge on the night preceding equipment use. 

Although the charging schedule probably was not necessary, 

it provided a safeguard against possible unreliability due 

to weak batteries. 

Testing Apparatus 

Tri-Tronics provided neon-lamp electrical 

stimulation indicators (test-lights) for use in testing the 

stimulator outputs at the electrodes while collars were not 

attached to the animals. These indicators were used to test 

the systems at the end of 8-hour charging, just before 

application, and at the completion of testing each animal. 



Replacement Systems 

In the event of a stimulator system failure or 

damage, fully charged, backup Al-70 and Al-80 systems were 

readily available from Tri-Tronics in less than 2 hours. 

However, they were not needed . 

. Randomization Apparatus 

It was necessary to make decisions without any 

subjectivity at two points in the experimental procedure. 

(These decisions, referred to in the Procedure section, 

involved the selection of an ascending or descending 

stimulation intensity sequence and the choice of a left or 

right biopsy site on the subject's neck). Each decision 
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involved, in essence, the random sampling of a binary digit 

without replacement. In addition, over the course of the 

study there were to be as many O's as l's, thereby resulting 

in a balanced design. Thus, there were to be as many 

ascending as descending sequences and as many left- as 

right-sided biopsy locations. To accomplish this, two 35 mm 

film canisters were supplied with small, equal-sized (2 by 

2 cm) shuffled pieces of adhesive labels, each marked to 

indicate the value of the random variable when selected 

blindly from the container. The biopsy labels also 

contained two-letter alphabetic codes to name control and 

experimental biopsy specimens without re~ealing which 
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specimen was the control and which was the exp£rimental. 3 

The canisters were referred to as "grab-bags." 

Neck Marker 

It was necessary to mark certain regions of the 

epidermis of the animal neck over the course of the 

experimental procedure. One of these marks was to last for 

10 days to help identify an electrode site. A Sanford 

"Sharpie" permanent marker pen (black or red) was used to 

mark the neck. This is an accepted DAR procedure. 

Photography Apparatus 

It was necessary to obtain on-the-spot photographs 

over the course of the procedure; thus, "Polaroid" filming 

was chosen. The apparatus used was a Time Zero, Polaroid 

SX-70 Auto Focus Land camera with SX-70 Land film. Adhesive 

tags, graduated in 1 mm increments, were used to indicate 

length dimensions in certain photographs. 

~. The two letter codes ranged in a sequence from 
AA, AB, AC, AD, to DZ. These codes were assigned the 
respective integers ranging in sequence from 1,2,3,4, to 
104. An APL computer statement ("84 ? 104") was used to 
select without replacement 84 integers from the sequence 
1,2,3, .... ,104. The first 42 of these selected integers 
indicated which of the two-letter codes would be used for 
labels on control specimens. The corresponding experimental 
specimens were assigned, in keeping with the order of the 
selections, the successive letters affiliated with the 
remaining 42 selections. 
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Monitor 

Systemic arterial blood pressure waveforms and a 

lead II electrocardiogram were displayed and recorded using 

a Hewlett Packard (HP) 7700 system, including a HP 1308A 

cathode ray scope, HP 7758 twelve-channel strip-chart 

recorder, HP 8811 bioelectric amplifiers, and HP 8805B 

carrier amplifiers. The ECG and BP systems were calibrated 

electrically using known signals from within the monitor 

system. The lower and upper cut-off frequencies of 

bioelectric amplifiers were set to 0.05 and 300 Hz, 

respectively. 

Blood Pressure Transducer System 

An 18 gauge, 5.08 cm Delmed A-Cath Teflon 

Intravenous Placement Unit was inserted into one femoral 

artery and connected to a Cobe 41-404, 121.92 cm PVC 

extension tube with male Leur Lock and stopcock. The other 

end was connected to a Statham Industries P23B6 strain gauge 

(max. pressure 300 mm Hg). Cables of the strain gauge were 

fed to the Hewlett Packard monitoring system. 

An arrangement of a three-way stopcock and a W. A. 

Baum Co. Standby Baumomanometer with pressure cuff was used 

to provide known, static pressures to the system for 

periodic calibration. A 5 cc syringe, three-way stopcock, 

and normal physiological saline were used to periodically 



flush the system to keep the pressure line open, free from 

blood clots. 

ECG Electrodes 
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Four 3.8 cm, 23 gauge needle electrodes were placed 

subcutaneously on the four extremities of the animal. 

Cables, connected to the electrodes, were secured to the 

animal by adhesive tape and fed to the Hewlett Packard 

monitoring system; thus, electrocardiogram leads I, II, and 

III were available. 

Figure 4. 

Generally, lead II was recorded. 

Leakage Currents of Monitoring Apparatus 

See 

Biomedical medical equipment technicians and 

clinical engineers from the biomedical engineering facility 

at the University Health Sciences Center periodically test 

and tag, for safety, all electrically en:rgized monitoring 

apparatus of DAR. The Hewlett Packard monitor contained a 

current safety tag. Grounding continuity was measured at 

the start of each procedure to more fully ensure the safety 

of the instrumentation. A Simpson 260 multimeter was used 

to measure the continuity of the power cord grounding 

conductor. 

Time Measurements 

A Sessions clock with second hand was attached 

permanently to the wall of the surgical laboratory. The 
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Electrocardiogram and blood pressure 
instrumentation. Four EKG leads (RA, LA, RL, and 
LL) connect the supine animal to the bio-electric 
amplifier (1). BP line from left femoral artery 
(FA) connected to strain guage/carrier amplifier 
(2/3). Amplifier output signals connected to 
cathode ray tube monitor (4) and to strip-chart 
recorder (5) containing an event marker (6). 
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clock was used to estimate five second trains (or bursts) of 

electrical stimulation (see Procedure section) and to 

provide time information for event recording. A Tandy 1324 

digital stop-watch was used occasionally to capture 

incidental durations that might have become important within 

the overall observations, to check the time-base calibration 

of the HP 7758A strip-chart recorder, and to check the 

rotation time of the second hand of the wall clock. The 

stop-watch was tested manually against time signals of the 

National Bureau of Standards radio station, WWV. 

Anesthesia and Affiliated Personnel 

The study required that all 42 subjects receive 

equal doses of electrical stimulation at each of the 

intensity settings. Anesthesia was used for three major 

reasons. (1) The physiological instruments available 

required that the animal be still so that ECG and blood 

pressure recordings could be attained, free of motion and 

muscle artifacts. A conscious animal could experience pain, 

especially at the higher intensity setti~gs of ES. A 

conscious animal that experiences sudden pain can not be 

expected to remain motionless. (2) With regard for the 

study of electrical burn hazards and dielectric breakdown of 

the epidermis, it was necessary for all stimulation currents 

to flow through just two fixed points on the neck. 

Therefore, it was necessary for the collar to remain in 
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exactly one position. The movements of a conscious animal 

could destroy the constancy of electrode positions. (3) The 

study was concerned with changes in heart-rate and systemic 

blood pressure due to the immediate, direct effects of ES on 

carotid sinus nerves and vagus nerves of the neck. A more 

diffuse neurological response to ES would be expected in the 

conscious animal. Some of these responses also could affect 

the animal's heart-rate and blood pressure. Thus, the 

direct effects of ES on the carotid sinus and vagus nerves 

could have been confounded with a wider variety of other 

effects in the conscious, as opposed to the anesthetized, 

animal. 

Isoflurane was the general anesthetic agent 

selected, because it has minimal effect on the activity of 

the autonomic nervous system, containing, of course, the 

vagus nerves of interest in this study. 

recommended by veterinarians of DAR. 

The agent was 

A light dimmer (installed in the DAR facility) was 

used to dim the lights in the room during the animal's 

induction. The attending veterinarian and a DAR technician 

used a conical face mask on the animal to introduce a 

mixture of anesthetic agent and oxygen. After induction and 

intubation, Forreger anesthesia apparatu~ was used to 

continue the flow of isoflurane and oxygen in a closed 

system with flowmeters, bag, tubings, and carbon dioxide 

absorber. The level of anesthesia was maintained by DAR 
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surgical laboratory personnel. They used the animal's 

respiratory rate as an indicator of the depth of anesthesia. 

No further respiratory instrumentation was required because 

the presence or absence of the desired range, 5 to 12 

breaths per minute, was detected easily by eye. 

Animal Support and Insulating Material 

After induction, animals were placed in the supine 

position with limbs moderately extended by nylon cords 

attached between the limbs and the cleats of a stainless 

steel operating table. A Snyder Vinyl Mat provided a soft, 

temperature-conserving surface between the animal and the 

metal table. The mat consists of linear strips of vinyl 

about 1.4 cm thick and 61 cm wide. The mat was cut to a 

length that extended over the entire length of the table. 

The mat is a good electrical insulator; separating the 

animal from the table assured that stimulation currents 

would not be shunted around the animal by the electrically 

conducting, stainless steel table. 

Biopsy 

A disposable 6 mm Baker's biopsy punch was used to 

obtain small specimens of skin for biopsy. Specimens were 

put into vessels containing a 10% buffered aqueous formalin 

solution. The capped vessels were given stick-on labels 

that encoded the control and experimental specimens so that 



histopathology laboratory personnel could not tell which 

specimen was which. 

A sterile field was maintained about the biopsy 
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site. Experimental apparatus relating to biopsies included 

alcohol and povidone-iodine solutions; surgical drapes; 

sterile gloves, caps and gowns donned by scrubbed personnel; 

and sterile surgical supplies including sponges, suture 

materials, and a variety of surgical ins~ruments besides the 

biopsy punch. While the sterile field was maintained, 

anyone inside the room yet outside the field had to wear a 

surgical face mask. 

Tape Measure 

A Simmons fiber tape measure was used to measure the 

perimeter of the neck of the" animal. 

graduated in millimeters. 

Check List 

The measure was 

A checklist (see Appendix B) was used to facilitate 

the smooth flow of the study across all subjects. The 

checklist also served as a local data sheet, including 

incidental notes, the outcomes of selections from the 

randomization apparatus (grab-bags), and dog measurements 

such as weight and neck size. 



Procedure 

Overview 

Each of forty-two anesthetized greyhounds was 

stimulated in five second trains five times at each of the 

five intensity settings. The intertrain interval was 
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approximately thirty seconds. The collar was positioned and 

tightened so that current was delivered on the ventral neck 

of the supine animal. A lead II electrocardiogram and 

arterial blood pressure waveforms were displayed and 

recorded throughout each procedure. A biopsy was taken from 

one of the two electrode sites and compared with biopsied 

skin taken from areas on the neck that were not directly in 

the field of electrical stimulation. The tissues were 

examined histologically for signs of pathology. Tissue 

under the remaining electrode site was examined grossly for 

ten days following the stimulation. 

Procedural Sequence 

The following forty-four-step procedure occurred: 

(1) The stimulator was tested with a test light, and 

batteries were charged for 8 hours beginning at 2100 MST on 

the night prior to the procedure; (2) The stimulator was 

tested with the test light at the DAR surgical suite 

(generally at 0800 MST); (3) The monitor power cord ground 

was checked with the Simpson meter; (4) The monitor had been 

turned on to warm up for about one hour prior to the 
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procedure, and a statio pressure calibration had been run by 

the DAR surgical research assistant; (5) Supplies were 

checked to make sure that the camera with film, stop watch, 

tape measure, adhesive tape and a sufficient amount of 

strip-chart recorder paper were available. 

If there were no problems in the preceding steps, 

(6) The dog was walked from the animal quarters to the 

surgical laboratory; (7) The animal ID number, its sex, and 

weight were recorded; (8) The anesthetic mixture was 

connected to the conical face mask, lights were dimmed, and 

the door was closed to maintain silence in the room; care 

was taken to avoid excitement in the animal during 

induction. 

After induction, (9) The unconscious animal was 

lifted onto the supporting table with vinyl mat. The limbs 

were extended and secured while the DAR assistant intubated 

the .anima1 and connected the endotracheal tube to the 

anesthesia machine; (10) An intravenous line was established 

at one forelimb, and Ringers lactate was allowed to drip 

(about 2 drops per minute) to assure easy access to the 

venous system in the event of an emergency; and (11) ECG 

electrodes were applied and secured. The ECG recordings and 

cardioscope display began. Chart speed was reduced to 

2.5 mm/sec to conserve paper after viewing the waveform at 

higher speeds (e.g., 10 mm/sec); (12) The blood pressure 

intravenous placement unit was introduced to a femoral 
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artery and connected via the tubing to the blood pressure 

transducer. Blood pressure waveforms were observed and 

recorded (e.g., at 10mm/sec chart speed). Speed was reduced 

to 2.5 mm/sec to conserve paper; (13) The respiratory rate 

was observed to achieve a desirable anesthetic flow rate. 

EGG and BP waveforms were examined for normal appearance at 

a 10 mm/sec chart speed. 

As soon as the BP and EGG waveforms were acceptable, 

(14) The perimeter of the neck of the animal was measured 

with the tape measure and recorded; (15) The collar, with 

turn-on-plug out, was secured around the neck and buckled; 

and (16) A tag was selected from a "grab-bag" to determine 

whether an ascending or descending sequence of stimulus 

intensities would be used. 

the check-list. 

The adhesive tag was affixed to 

Nearing the onset of the application of ES, (17) The 

turn-on plug was inserted and the appropriate initial 

intensity plug was inserted; (18) A static pressure 

calibration curve was approximated, with five levels of 

pressure ranging in equal increments from 0 to 150 mm Hg; 

and (19) The strip-chart speed was set to 10 mm/sec. 

Just before ES, (20) The pressure line was flushed 

with 5 cc of physiologically normal saline. The EGG and BP 

waveforms were observed and recorded for about 10 sec after 

the flushing; (21) The red button of the transmitter was 

depressed to apply 5 sec of electrical current to the 
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animal. The event recorder button on the strip-chart 

recorder was depressed simultaneously by the transmitter 

operator. 

recorded. 

ECG and BP waveforms were observed carefully and 

The intensity level was written on the 

strip-chart recording; (22) The ECG and BP recordings were 

observed and recorded for at least 20 seconds after the 

offset of the ES; (23) At a given intensity, 5 sec of 

current was applied 5 times; thus, steps 20 through 22 were 

used five times at each level; (24) A static pressure test 

was conducted about 30 seconds after the third level of 

intensity was applied for the fifth time; and (25) The 

intensity plug was removed and the next intensity plug 

inserted. Care was taken to not change the position of the 

collar; (26) Steps 20 through 25 were repeated until all 5 

intensity plugs had been employed, but the final intensity 

plug was left in so that minute collar repositionings could 

be minimized. 

After the applications of ES, (27) Chart speed was 

reduced to 2.5 mm/sec to conserve paper; (28) To minimize 

the chance of accidental stimulation since the turn-on and 

intensity plugs were still inserted, the transmitter was 

removed from the busy environment so that it could not be 

activated inadvertently, and (29) The static pressure 

calibration test was run for the last time. 

Next, (30) A distant photograph was taken to show 

the dog with connected collar on the supporting table, with 



leads and lines connected to the transducer and monitoring 

equipment; (31) A close-up photograph was taken of the 
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collar while connected to the dog. The tength indicator and 

a 3 x 5 DAR dog record card containing the dog identifica

tion number was included in this photograph. 

Following the photography, (32) The location of the 

stimulator electronics package was traced, as a rectangle, 

onto the neck using the marker and the electronics container 

as a template. The marker was also used to provide four 

lines, two posterior and two anterior to the electronics 

package, which were in line with the electrodes. These 

lines and the rectangular tracing helped the veterinarian 

locate the two points where electrodes contacted the skin; 

(33) The collar was removed from the animal; and (34) The 

transmitter and collar were tested with the test-light. 

In preparation for biopsies, (35) Clippers were used 

to shave the animal over the region of the electrodes. 

Loose hair was vacuumed away. Great care was taken not to 

damage the skin; (36) A close-up photograph of the shaved 

neck was taken that included the DAR identification card; 

(37) A "grab-bag" was used to indicate which electrode site, 

left or right, was to be biopsied. The selected adhesive 

label also contained the codes to be used for experimental 

and control specimens. The label was then attached to the 

check-list sheet; (38) The site that was not to be biopsied 

was encircled using the marker. Occasionally an arrow 
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pointed toward the site to be biopsied, especially if it was 

hard to see, but the arrow never crossed the site; (39) The 

entire shaved region was surgically prepared and draped for 

the biopsy procedure. Sterile techniques were used in the 

operative field. All personnel outside the field yet inside 

the laboratory put on face masks; (40) The experimental 

specimen was put into a buffered formalin container. The 

container was labeled with the code prescribed for the 

exp~rimental specimen; (41) A control specimen was obtained 

from the ventral neck, at a location approximately 2.5 cm 

lateral to the biopsied electrode site. This location (see 

Figure 5) was outside the major electric field of 

stimulation. The control was put into a separate buffered 

formalin container and labeled with the code prescribed for 

the control specimen. 

After the incisions were closed, (42) Anesthesia was 

discontinued. Monitoring of ECG and BP waveforms were 

terminated shortly after discontinuing anesthesia. The 

disconnection was especially necessary for the BP recording, 

because external manual pressure had to be applied to 

control bleeding at the femoral artery from which the 

intravenous placement unit had been withdrawn. Needle 

electrodes were also removed before the animal displayed 

signs of impending consciousness (e.g., dream-like thrashing 

or howling); (43) Specimens for biopsy were taken to the DAR 

diagnostic laboratory. No information was given on which 
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Biopsy sites. Biopsy for top dog is taken from 
the right electrode position (X). Control biopsy 
(C) is taken from location about 2.5 ern further 
lateral. Remaining electrode site (G) gets 
examined for the next ten days. Bottom dog's 
experimental biopsy (X) is taken from left side. 
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specimens were control and experimental; (~4) The conscious 

animal was returned to the animal quarters by DAR 

assistants. 



CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

Biopsies 

Pathologists from the DAR examined the control and 

experimental biopsies of forty-two greyhounds. On each of 

the forty-two dogs, one experimental biopsy specimen was 

accompanied by a control so that a total of eighty-four 

reports were reviewed. 

Of the eighty-four biopsy reports, none contained a 

reference to burns or dielectric breakdown of the epidermis. 

Twenty-three (27%) of the reports had no remarks. Sixty-one 

(73%) of the reports contained remarks describing deviations 

from normal tissues of the epidermis. Twenty-nine (48%) of 

these sixty-one specimens were experimenta1s, and thirty-two 

(52%) were controls. 

References were made to five types of deviation from 

normal. Each type was labeled, with the respective numbers 

of control (c) and experimental (x) specimens having the 

type remark being noted in parentheses. The results were: 

(1) Co11agen--Separation or tearing in collagen layers just 

under the epidermis, between adnexa (c4, x5); (2) Cellular-

Foci of cellular infiltration in subepithelial regions, 
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chiefly mononuclear in collagen. Occasional red blood cells 

in keratin layers or an area of basophilia in dermal 

collagen (c7, x5); (3) Hemorrhage--Minimal to moderately 

severe hemorrhage in subepithelial collagen and keratin 

layers often associated with breaks in the epithelium (c25, 

x24); (4) Cuffing--Perivascular cuffing (c5, x2); anq (5) 

Inflammation--Inflammation (c3, x2). 

There were two treatments per dog: no electrical 

stimulation (control) and electrical stimulation 

(experimental). Thus a statistical analysis concerns two 

trials on the same subject, the comparison of proportions in 

paired samples, or tests for correlated proportions in a two 

by two table (Steel & Torrie, 1960; Snedecor & Cochran, 

1967; Hays, 1973; McNemar, 1955). Concern focused on the 

possibility that within pairs, the probability of remarks 

for experimental specimens exceeded the probability for 

controls. Thus, a one-sided test of the null hypothesis 

that each probability equals 0.5, versus the composite 

hypothesis that the probability of remarks for experimentals 

exceeds 0.5 was devised. 

For any of the categories of remarks, it was never 

possible to reject the null hypothesis at an alpha level 

less than 0.50. This was the case for Al-70 and Al-80 data 

alone as well as combined. Combining all remarks, there 

were, in the case of combined Al-70 and Al-80 data, 7 

instances of controls having remarks when the corresponding 
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experimentals did not, and there were 4 instances for which 

the situation was the reverse. An exact, one-sided test of 

equal probabilities versus the composite hypothesis that the 

probability (p) is higher for remarks among experimental 

specimens involves the binomial probability function with 

N=ll. The affiliated probability calculations demonstrate 

that the hypothesis for equal probabilities (i.e, chance 

level remarks) can not be rejected with less than an 89% 

chance of error (see Ap~endix C). 

Gross Examination of the Epidermis 

Each of the forty-two animal subjects was examined 

by veterinarians from the DAR each day for ten days after 

the stimulation run. For this study, the major purpose of 

the examination was to conduct a daily gross examination of' 

the skin of the neck to detect, report and photograph 

possible skin irritations that could have been caused by the 

ES. There were no reports of skin irritations. 

Systemic Blood Pressure and Heart R to R Intervals 

Three dependent measures--systolic pressure, 

diastolic pressure, and the heart R to R interval--were 

obtained from strip-chart recordings containing arterial 

blood pressure and electrocardiograph waveforms. See 

Figure 6. An event marker on the recordings indicated the 

duration of electrical stimulations. Thus, it was possible 

to review the physiological waveforms over time before, 
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Sample recordings from the strip-chart recorder. 
Waveform at top is the EKG. R to R interval is 
an inverse measure of heart rate. Lower waveform 
is a record of arterial blood pressure, BP. The 
maxima of the BP waveform represent systolic 
pressures; the minima represent the diastolic 
pressures. 
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during and after each episode of five-second stimulus. As 

is common practice, the average systolic and diastolic 

pressures over each duration were approximated by eye, using 

a transparent straightedge. The millimetric readings were 

converted to units of blood pressure through employment of 

the blood pressure calibration checks at· the start, midway 

and the end of each entire run. Pressure fluctuations due 

to respiration were ignored. For the measure of the 

interval of time between heart beats (the R to R interval), 

dividers were opened to encompass successive R waves of the 

QRS complexes over the three durations. Millimetric 

readings were converted to time by placing the open dividers 

upon the time axis graduations of the stiip chart recording 

paper. 

Unfortunately, the event marker was not working on 

the records of the first four Ss. Due to this problem, it 

was impossible to identify accurately the epochs of 

electrical stimulation for these Ss. Since electrical 

interference on the ECG waveforms was generally difficult to 

detect, it was not possible to reliably spot the stimulation 

durations using ECG interference as a substitute marker. 

The blood pressure and R to R interval data of the first 

four subjects, therefore, were not .included for data 

analysis, although their biopsy reports were included in the 

burn study data. 
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Systolic pressure, diastolic pressure and heart R to 

R data of thirty-eight of the subjects were examined as 

dependent measures in a series of Analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA) tests. The decision to apply ANOVA to these data 

was based on the fact that ANOVA designs are robust and 

powerful; they allow one to investigate the effects of a 

number of factors, both individually and in combination; and 

provision is made to protect against committing TYPE I error 

even though many experimental factors are being examined. 

The ANOVAs were of the mixed-design variety with one 

grouping and three within factors. There were two grouping 

cases. In one case, the grouping factor was the type of 

stimulator, either the Al-70 (19 dogs) or the Al-80 (the 

remaining 19 dogs). In the other case, the two groups of 

the grouping factor were dogs (21) given a schedule of 

ascending stimulation levels, and dogs (the remaining 17) 

given a schedule of descending stimulation intensity over 

the course of entire runs. In each case, the within factors 

were: electrical stimulus intensity (R), of which there were 

five levels; stimulation sequence or trials (S), of which 

there were five per intensity; and measurement occasion (T), 

of which there were three (before, during, and after) per 

trial. 

The data taken from the strip chart recordings 

composed three data matrices that were supplied as input for 

BMDP statistical software to assess whether there were 
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statistically significant changes in the means of the 

dependent variables across levels of the three factors (main 

effects) and across factors in combination (interaction 

effects). 

Guarding carefully against TYPE I error, main or 

interaction effects on the dependent variables were called 

statistically significant if the more conservative 

Greenhouse-Geisser (GG) probability was less than 0.01 

(Winer, 1971; Dixon, 1983). The ANOVA summary tables for 

the six analyses are included in Appendix D. 

In none of the six analyses was there significant 

main effects (i.e., p < 0.01). All P values affiliated 

with main effects were greater than 0.01. With this 

criterion, there is no justification to argue that any of 

the experimental manipulations (R, S, or T) affected the 

dependent measures (systolic pressure, diastolic pressure, 

or the R to R interval). If the tests were not highly 

powerful, such a strict criteria for rejection might seem 

unreasonable. But the tests are highly powerful; the 

corresponding Fs have high degrees of freedom. 

Concerning diastolic pressure, there were 

significant effects with the R x T interaction in the both 

cases of grouping. Examination of the R x T interaction 

cell means revealed that while an effect is definitely there 

and can be shown statistically, it appears that the 

interactive effects are clinically insignificant when the 
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magnitudes of the affiliated mean diastolic pressures are 

considered. The pressures in the case of the Al-70/Al-80 

grouping, for example, varied not more than plus or minus 5 

mm Hg about the grand mean, 62.12 mm Hg. Note that this 

statistical result can be attributed to the high power of 

the statistical tests within the ANOVA. 

BMDP852V output (Dixon, 1983) also provides a 

calculation of means for each dependent variable collapsed 

across each cell of the repeated measures design. The 

seventy-five means for each of the six analyses are enclosed 

(see Appendix D). As the ANOVA summary tables demonstrate, 

there is not sufficient statistical justification to 

consider main effects due to the grouping factor, G. The 

lists of means are included to demonstrate the typical 

pressures and R to R intervals experienced over each of the 

factor level combinations. 



CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

The results of the gross examinations of the 

epidermis for ten days following the applications of ES 

currents, the analyses of the biopsy reports, and the 

statistical analysis of heart rate interval~, systolic 

pressures and diastolic pressures before, during and after 

ES all argued strongly for the electrical safety of the ES. 

Further, from a typical clinical perspective, a review of 

the raw data alone strongly suggested that there was no 

cardiopulmonary hazard associated with the ES because there 

was no clear indication of variations in any of the 

dependent measures with the ES. 

On the recordings of raw data, the only clear 

variations were cyclic variations in systolic and diastolic 

blood pressure due to the respirations of the dogs as shown 

in Figure 7. The blood pressure variation with breathing, 

however, is a normal physiologic response that reflects a 

variety of complex mechanical and neurological events that 

accompany inspiration and expiration (Brobeck, 1973; Davson 

& Eggleton, 1962). Further, throughout the course of the 

study, the variations due to respiration were observed at 
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Samples of BP records demonstrating changes in 
pressures with respirations. BP scaling is 4 
mmHg/mm. Upper waveform time scaling is 2.5 
mmjsec. During respiration, (R), systolic 
pressure ranges from about 92 to 110; diastolic, 
from about 56 to 64 mmHg. Nominal values: BP 
about 96/56, heart rate about 130, respiratory 
rate about 3 breaths/min. Lower record of same 
dog later, but chart speed is 10 mmjsec. 
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epochs before, during, and after the application of ES 

currents; the respiratory effects on the pressures were not 

affected to any visible degree by the electricity. 

These data support the electrical safety of the 

remote and locally controlled systems. The Tri-Tronics MBL, 

as noted earlier, is a locally controlled system that uses 

the same stimulator circuitry and electrode configurations 

as the Al-70, but the duration of ES currents of the MBL are 

limited to less than approximately one-half second. Since 

each ES current used in this study was applied for 

approximately 5 seconds, the Al-70 currents were 

approximately 10 times longer than any that are normally 

produced,by a MBL. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that 

the data and statistical results also support the electrical 

safety o£ the ES for the locally controlled system, the MBL. 

Future Research on the Safety of ES 

Although the research addressed three potential 

electrical hazards (i.e., thermal burns of the epidermis, 

epidermal dielectric breakdown, and cardiopulmonary 

hazards), there are a number of other issues that could lead 

to the need for additional electrical safety investigations. 

First, P could decide to apply the electrodes not 

only to the ventral neck but to other anatomical locations 

of the subject. In certain cases, it would be necessary to 



consider possible hazards to physiological systems 

affiliated with new anatomical locations. With the 

identification of hazards, there could be a need to change 

the parameters of the electricity (e.g., the pulse widths) 

or the electrodes (e.g., the surface areas) in order to 

maintain the safety of the systems. 
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Second, if the systems were to be used on animal 

species other than canines, then future research would have 

to consider the safety of these systems with the different 

species. Relatedly, possible electrical safety hazards 

could occur if some Ps intended to test the systems on 

themselves. The APA, for example, in its animal research 

guidelines (APA, 1985) encourages Ps to test ES on 

themselves. If investigators do test these systems on 

themselves, another level of electrical safety research will 

have to be considered. 

Third, any system that is used in research or 

practice stands the chance of being modified by the user. 

If a system gets modified by a P, there are a number of ways 

in which possible hazards could occur. For example, a P 

might decide to fabricate special, more pointed electrodes 

to improve the connection of electrodes to the S's neck. 

With the pointed electrodes, current densities would be 

increased and there would be a greater chance of electrical 

burns (also mechanically induced skin irritations). Another 

P might decide to invade the electronics of the systems in 
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order to give more stimulation by increasing voltages and 

currents; this modification might be hazardous to the S. If 

the systems are modified in any way, future research would 

need to include the effect of the modifications on 

electrical safety. 

Finally, although this study demonstrates that 

adverse cardiopulmonary or epidermal effects of the ES are 

unlikely to exist when the currents are applied to the neck 

of the anesthetized canine, future research would be even 

more convincing if electrical safety could be demonstrated 

with conscious animals, particularly those undergoing 

conditioning. The instrumentation problems for such 

research, however, would be challenging because at present 

there is no reliable, non-invasive technique to measure the 

arterial blood pressure and ECG on the unconfined, moving 

dog. 

Implication of the Study for EP 

The present research demonstrates the type of 

contribution EP can provide in the field of psychology. A 

class of psychological systems, those using electrical 

stimulators for conditioning, was identified, and two 

instances of that class were examined for electrical safety. 

Future directions for research on the safety of the ES were 

also explored. In addition, programmatic research would 

explore other types of possible safety hazards (e.g., 
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mechanical safety and psychogenic stress safety) and the 

reliability and the validity of these systems. These 

studies could be used to improve the specifications for more 

advanced SPED systems and to insure that scientifically 

founded information is available on the nature (e.g., the 

RVS) of SPED systems. 

These concerns are part of EP's larger interests 

with the science of human and animal behavior. EP 

recognizes that the properties of a SPED system both affect 

and depend on the behavior of the S. Consequently, the 

behavior of Ss can not be fully understood or controlled 

without a full understanding and control of SPED systems. 
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APPENDIX B 

THE CHECKLIST 

The checklist that was used for each animal subject 

is shown below. 

Checklist 

EPIDERMAL & CARDIOPULMONARY EFFECTS OF 
ELECTRICAL STIMULATION IN THE CANINE 

Date: 

Stimulator Model and SN: 

Investigative Team (Names): 

Dog #: Run #: 

Wt: Sex: Breed: Age: Color: 

Perimeter of Neck: 

Significant History: 

Stimulator Tested? 

Chart Speed Set to 2.Smm/sec? 

BP Channel Calibrated (0 to 200 mmHg full scale)? 

EC Channels Calibrated (lmV/cm)? 
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Sufficient Paper for Run (at least 30 sheets)? 

Camera & Film Ready? 

Grab Bags, L & B For Each Stimulator Present? 

Stopwatch Present? 

Induction Time: 

Intubation Time: 

Stimulator Connected and Snugged Up? 

Collar Hole #: 

Femoral Line In? 

Transducer Connected? 

BP Waveform Clean? 

ECG Leads Connected? 

ECG Clean? 

Ringers IV in? 

Stirn. sequence selected (without replacement) from bag? 
Sequence: 

BP transducer is to be flushed before each 5 second burst. 

Burst chart speed is 10mm/sec. 

Interburst chart speed is 2.5mm/sec. 

Date: 
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Level Burst # Hard Copy Marked? Comments: 

1 Time: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

3 1 

3 2 

3 3 

3 4 

3 5 BP calibration 

1 

2 

:; 

4 

5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 Time: 
Date: 



BP Channels Still Calibrated? 

ECG Channels Still Calibrated? 

Photographs of Dog on Table Taken (neck with ruler/whole 
body photo)? 

Stimulator Receiver Site Indicated Wit~ Marker? 

Stimulator Removed? 

Stimulator Retested with Test Light? 

Ventral Neck Shaved? 

Any Visible Trauma? 

Trauma Due to Shaving? 

Photograph Taken With Background Labeling (dog, date, 
length, scale, left or right)? 

Biopsy Site From Bag B (do not replace)? 

Side For Biopsy: 

Label for Experimental Biopsy is: 

Label for Control Biopsy is: 

Remaining Electrode Site Encircled With Marker: 

Control Specimen Fixed in 10% Formalin? 

Container Labeled Correctly? 

Experimental Specimen Fixed in 10% Formalin? 

Container Labeled Correctly? 

Date: 
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Dog #: Run #: Date of Run: 

Follow-up Photograph of neck 
day # Remarks wi th background labeling 

1. Take Photo if Positive 

2. Take Photo if Positive 

3 . Take Photo if Positive 

4. Take Photo if Positive 

5. Take Photo if Positive 

6. Take Photo if Positive 

7 . Take Photo if Positive 

8. Take Photo if Positive 

9. Take Photo if Positive 

10. ALWAYS TAKE PHOTO HERE 

Code: 

- No Visible Lesion 

+ Visible Lesion (followed by description) 

Photos: Dog, Date, Length Scale, Left or Right (reminder). 

General Veterinary Comments? 

Anesthesia Record Enclosed? 



APPENDIX C 

COMPILATION OF BINOMIAL TEST RESULTS 

Alpha levels for a one-sided exact binomial test of 

the hypothesis HO: p=0.5 vs HI: p>0.5 for each of the 

categories below. 

Category AI-70 AI-80 Al-70/80 

Collagen 1. 00 0.50 0.50 

Cellular 0.88 0.88 0.89 

Hemmorhage 0.86 0.50 0.70 

Cuffing 0.94 1. 00 0.97 

Inflammation 1. 00 0.50 0.88 

Remarks 0.94 0.77 0.89 
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APPENDIX D 

COMPILATION of BMDP OUTPUTS 

Six BMDP outputs for repeated measures ANOVAs (one 

grouping factor, G; and three within factors, R, S, and T) 

are discussed. 

Groupings: G 

In the first three outputs the two groups are dogs 

stimulated with the Al-70 and dogs stimulated with the 

Al-80. In the remaining three outputs, the two groups, G, 

are dogs that received the ascending intensity sequence and 

dogs that received the descending intensity sequence (see 

Procedure section). 

Factors: R, S, & T 

In all three outputs the factor R represents the 

stimulus intensity setting (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5). S represents 

the number of the 5-second stimulation at a given intensity. 

There were 5 stimulations per intensity setting; thus the 

value of S can be 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. T represents one of 

three epochs. They are epoch 1 (before a 5-second stimula

tion), epoch 2 (during stimulation), and epoch 3 (after 

stimulation). With this notation, for example, R=5, S=4, 
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T=2 means that the epoch is during the fourth application of 

ES supplied at intensity setting 5. 

Means and AN OVA summaries 

Means, collapsed across all dogs (see "Count" at end 

of each compilation of the means), are given with the 

affiliated ANOVA summary table for each of the 6 output 

cases. Note the units for each dependent measure. Systolic 

and diastolic pressures are expressed in millimeters of 

mercury (mm Hg). Intervals of time between R waves of the 

electrocardiogram (R to R interval) are ~xpressed in 

hundredths of a second. 
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TABLE D1. SYSTOLIC PRESSURE (Al-70 VS Al-80) 
MEANS (rom Hg) 

G Al-70 Al-80 Marginal 
R S T 
1 1 1 118.57895 119.21053 118.89474 
1 1 2 118.36842 119.84211 119.10526 
1 1 3 118.73684 119.63158 119.18421 
1 2 1 118.31579 121. 00000 119.65789 
1 2 2 117.36842 120.47368 118.92105 
1 2 3 118.52632 121. 21053 119.86842 
1 3 1 118.42105 120.15789 119.28947 
1 3 2 118.63158 120.78947 119.71053 
1 3 3 118.84211 120.78947 119.81579 
1 4 1 117.26316 121.47368 119.36842 
1 4 2 118.00000 121. 84211 119.92105 
1 4 3 118.73684 121.78947 120.26316 
1 5 1 118.00000 122.10526 120.05263 
1 5 2 118.15789 122.36842 120.26316 
1 5 3 118.68421 122.52632 120.60526 
2 1 1 115.26316 119.42105 117.34211 
2 1 2 114.94737 118.78947 116.86842 
2 1 3 115.15789 118.84211 117.00000 
2 2 1 114.94737 119.26316 117.10526 
2 2 2 114.84211 119.21053 117.02632 
2 2 3 115.26316 119.89474 117.57895 
2 3 1 115.89474 119.78947 117·134211 
2 3 2 116.00000 119.68421 117.84211 
2 3 3 116.10526 119.84211 117.97368 
2 4 1 115.63158 121. 89474 118.76316 
2 4 2 115.89474 121.78947 118.84211 
2 4 3 116.00000 122.21053 119.10526 
2 5 1 115.94737 121.52632 118.73684 
2 5 2 116.42105 122.05263 119.23684 
2 5 3 116.42105 122.31579 119.36842 
3 1 1 113.89474 124.73684 119.31579 
3 1 2 113.68421 124.84211 119.26316 
3 1 3 114.52632 124.52632 119.52632 
3 2 1 114.42105 125.26316 119.84211 
3 2 2 114.73684 124.52632 119.63158 
3 2 3 114.21053 124.42105 119.31579 
3 3 1 114.52632 123.63158 119.07895 
3 3 2 114.63158 124.26316 119.44737 
3 3 3 115.05263 123.52632 119.28947 
3 4 1 114.84211 122.89474 118.86842 
3 4 2 114.94737 123.94737 119.44737 
3 4 3 115.05263 123.52632 119.28947 
3 5 1 116.31579 123.73684 120.02632 
3 5 2 116.42105 123.31579 119.86842 
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TABLE D1.--Continued 

G Al-70 Al-80 Marginal 
R S T 
3 5 3 116.31579 123.73684 120.02632 
4 1 1 115.05263 125.42105 120.23684 
4 1 2 114.84211 124.89474 119.86842 
4 1 3 114.42105 125.10526 119.76316 
4 2 1 115.89474 125.47368 120.68421 
4 2 2 115.68421 126.31579 121.00000 
4 2 3 115.57895 126.21053 120.89474 
4 3 1 115.57895 125.31579 120.44737 
4 3 2 116.21053 124.89474 120.55263 
4 3 3 116.21053 124.57895 120.39474 
4 4 1 116.10526 125.68421 120.'89474 
4 4 2 117.15789 125.36842 121.26316 
4 4 3 116.00000 125.68421 120.84211 
4 5 1 116.52632 126.21053 121. 36842 
4 5 2 116.84211 126.63158 121.73684 
4 5 3 116.84211 126.31579 121.57895 
5 1 1 113.57895 121.31579 117.44737 
5 1 2 113.00000 121.73684 117.36842 
5 1 3 111.15789 119.94737 115.55263 
5 2 1 Ill. 68421 118.73684 115.21053 
5 2 2 112.10526 120.84211 116.47368 
5 2 3 110.63158 119.78947 115.21053 
5 3 1 110.63158 119.84211 115.23684 
5 3 2 110.73684 119.78947 115.26316 
5 3 3 112.31579 118.52632 115.42105 
5 4 1 111.21053 122.84211 117.02632 
5 4 2 111.21053 122.63158 116.92105 
5 4 3 111.10526 122.73684 116.92105 
5 5 1 110.73684 125.05263 117.89474 
5 5 2 110.89474 124.84211 117.86842 
5 5 3 111.21053 124.21053 117.71053 

MARGINAL 115.25474 122.52772 118.89123 
COUNT 19 19 38 
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TABLE D2. SYSTOLIC PRESSURE (Al-70 VS Al-80) 
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE 

source ss df IDS F tail GG 
MEAN 40285103.71930 1 40285103.71930 646.62 .0000 
G 37688.59509 1 37688.59509 .60 .4418 
ERROR 2242843.20561 36 62301.20016 

R 6211.38596 4 1552.84649 .69 .6018 .4926 
RG 6275.31018 4 1568.82754 .69 .5969 .4893 
ERROR 325270.45053 144 2258.82257 

S 732.30526 4 183.07632 4.28 .0026 .0237 
SG 272.34877 4 68.08719 1. 59 .1793 .2140 
ERROR 6154.62596 144 42.74046 

RS 454.80000 16 28.42500 .77 .7192 .5546 
RSG 1021.99158 16 63.87447 _1. 73 .0372 .1404 
ERROR 21232.59509 576 36.86214 

T 7.31439 2 3.65719 .59 .5575 .5341 
TG 5.52912 2 2.76456 .45 .6424 .6140 
ERROR 446.99649 72 6.20828 

RT 67.30667 8 8.41333 2.50 .0123 .0371 

RTG 17.02877 8 2.12860 .63 .7509 .6626 
ERROR 970.35789 288 3.36930 

ST 34.94526 8 4.36816 1. 62 .1193 .1486 
STG 37.47439 8 4.68430 1. 73 .0901 .1195 
ERROR 777.74035 288 2.70049 

RST 121.01263 32 3.78164 1.18 .2259 .3134 
RSTG 105.98526 32 3.31204 1. 03 .4155 .4081 
ERROR 3688.97544 1152 3.20224 
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TABLE D3. DIASTOLIC PRESSURE (Al-70 VS Al-80) 
MEANS (rnm Hg) 

G Al-70 Al-80 Marginal 

R S T 
1 1 1 64.31579 65.36842 64.84211 
1 1 2 64.26316 66.00000 65.13158 
1 1 3 64.36842 65.68421 65.02632 
1 2 1 63.78947 63.68421 63.73684 
1 2 2 63.57895 63.47368 63.52632 
1 2 3 64.10526 63.57895 63.84211 
1 3 1 63.47368 62.84211 63.15789 
1 3 2 63.57895 62.94737 63.26316 
1 3 3 64.00000 63.26316 63.63158 
1 4 1 63.15789 63.21053 63.18421 
1 4 2 63.68421 63.47368 63.57895 
1 4 3 63.68421 63.78947 63.73684 
1 5 1 64.31579 63.68421 64.00000 
1 5 2 64.00000 64.21053 64.10526 
1 5 3 64.52632 63.78947 64.15789 
2 1 1 60.52632 61.05263 60.78947 
2 1 2 60.31579 61. 47368 60.89474 
2 1 3 60.21053 61.26316 60.73684 
2 2 1 60.42105 61.05263 60.73684 
2 2 2 60.52632 61.15789 60.84211 
2 2 3 60.73684 61.57895 61.15789 
2 3 1 61.15789 62.00000 61.57895 
2 3 2 61.15789 61.57895 61. 36842 
2 3 3 61.15789 61.15789 61.15789 
2 4 1 61.31579 62.21053 61.76316 
2 4 2 61.52632 62.52632 62.02632 
2 4 3 61.63158 62.52632 62.07895 
2 5 1 61. 42105 62.00000 61.71053 
2 5 2 61.52632 62.00000 61.76316 
2 5 3 61.63158 62.21053 61.92105 
3 1 1 59.05263 65.57895 62.31579 
3 1 2 59.68421 66.00000 62.84211 
3 1 3 59.57895 65.36842 62.47368 
3 2 1 59.05263 64.31579 61.68421 
3 2 2 58.84211 65.05263 61. 94737 
3 2 3 58.94737 65.05263 62.0l)000 
3 3 1 59.15789 64.68421 61.92105 
3 3 2 59.68421 64.73684 62.21053 
3 3 3 60.00000 64.10526 62.05263 
3 4 1 59.26316 64.89474 62.07895 
3 4 2 59.68421 64.68421 62.18421 
3 4 3 60.00000 64.89474 62.44737 
3 5 1 60.05263 63.57895 61.81579 
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Table D3.--Continued 

G Al-70 Al-80 Marginal 
R S T 
3 5 2 60.47368 64.52632 62.50000 
3 5 3 60.36842 64.31579 62.34211 
4 1 1 61. 89474 66.63158 64.26316 
4 1 2 61.26316 66.31579 63.78947 
4 1 3 60.94737 65.57895 63.26316 
4 2 1 60.21053 66.31579 63.26316 
4 2 2 60.21053 66.52632 63.36842 
4 2 3 60.00000 65.57895 62.78947 
4 3 1 59.78947 64.21053 62.00000 
4 3 2 60.42105 64.10526 62.26316 
4 3 3 60.10526 64.05263 62.07895 
4 4 1 60.52632 65.26316 62.89474 
4 4 2 60.73684 65.36842 63.05263 
4 4 3 60.21053 65.36842 62.78947 
4 5 1 59.89474 65.26316 62.57895 
4 5 2 60.l~2105 65.68421 63.05263 
4 5 3 60.73684 65.47368 63.10526 
5 1 1 60.05263 62.73684 61. 39474 
5 1 2 59.73684 61.68421 60.71053 
5 1 3 58.73684 60.68421 59.71053 
5 2 1 58.05263 59.94737 59.00000 
5 2 2 58.26316 60.63158 59.44737 
5 2 3 57.00000 59.84211 58.42105 
5 3 1 57.52632 60.78947 59.15789 
5 3 2 57.73684 60.57895 59.15789 
5 3 3 57.52632 60.05263 58.78947 
5 4 1 57.63158 63.63158 60.63158 
5 4 2 58.05263 63.31579 60.68421 
5 4 3 57.21053 63.73684 60.47368 
5 5 1 57.78947 65.78947 61. 78947 
5 5 2 58.10526 64.73684 61. 42105 
5 5 3 57.68421 65.15789 61. 42105 

MARGINAL 60.61895 63.62175 62.1'2035 
COUNT 19 19 38 
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TABLE D4. DIASTOLIC PRESSURE (Al-70 VS Al-80) 
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE 

source ss df ms F' tail GG 
MEAN 10997973.28035 1 10997973.28035 458.68 .0000 
G 6l,.24.50561 1 6424.50561 .27 .6079 
ERROR 863178.62737 36 23977.18409 

R 4818.00912 4 1204.50228 .83 .5099 .4282 
RG 3447.53474 4 861.88368 .59 .6690 .5351 
ERROR 209678.90947 144 1456.10354 

S 454.10737 4 113.52684 4.25 .0028 .0112 
SG 102.41193 4 25.60298 .96 .4321 .4032 
ERROR 3845.00070 144 26.70139 

RS 625.17333 16 39.07333 1. 70 .0425 .1156 
RSG 761. 24070 16 47.57754 2.07 .0083 .0523 
ERROR 13232.86596 576 22.97373 

T 10.63018 2 5.31509 2.29 .1091 .1092 
TG 2.91649 2 1. 45825 .63 .5371 .5366 
ERROR 167.44000 72 2.32556 

RT 65.44351 8 8.18044 4.14 .0001 .0022 
RTG 13.62737 8 1.70342 .86 .5492 .4982 
ERROR 569.27579 288 1.97665 

ST 30.59789 8 3.82474 2.15 .0314 .0676 
STG 18.73965 8 2.34246 1. 32 .2347 .2621 
ERROR 512.34246 288 1.77897 

RST 58.46877 32 1.82715 1.30 .1234 .2271 
RSTG 39.04982 32 1. 22031 .87 .6785 .5648 
ERROR 1618.80140 1152 1. 40521 
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TABLE D5. R TO R INTERVAL (Al-70 VS Al-80) 
MEANS (hundredths of a second) 

G Al-70 Al-80 Marginal 
R S T 
1 1 1 47.36842 51. 05263 49.21053 
1 1 2 47.89474 50.78947 49.34211 
1 1 3 47.63158 50.78947 49.21053 
1 2 1 49.21053 50.52632 49.86842 
1 2 2 49.47368 51.05263 50.26316 
1 2 3 49.73684 50.52632 50.13158 
1 3 1 49.21053 51. 05263 50.1'5158 
1 3 2 48.94737 50.78947 49.86842 
1 3 3 49.47368 51.05263 50.26316 
1 4 1 49.47368 51.05263 50.26316 

.1 4 2 49.73684 50.78947 50.26316 
1 4 3 49.47368 51.05263 50.26316 
1 5· 1 48.94737 51. 31579 50.13158 
1 5 2 49.47368 51.05263 50.26316 
1 5 3 49.47368 51.05263 50.26316 
2 1 1 49.47368 51. 05263 50.26316 
2 1 2 48.94737 50.52632 49.73684 
2 1 3 50.00000 51.05263 50.52632 
2 2 1 49.73684 50.78947 50.26316 
2 2 2 50.00000 51.05263 50.52632 
2 2 3 49.73684 51.05263 50.39474 
2 3 1 50.00000 51.05263 50.52632 
2 3 2 49.73684 50.78947 50.26316 
2 3 3 50.00000 51. 31579 50.65789 
2 4 1 49.73684 50.78947 50.26316 
2 4 2 49.73684 50.78947 50.26316 
2 4 3 50.00000 51. 31579 50.65789 
2 5 1 49.73684 51.05263 50.39474 
2 5 2 50.00000 51.05263 50.52632 
2 5 3 50.00000 50.78947 50.39474 
3 1 1 49.73684 49.73684 49.73684 
3 1 2 49.47368 50.52632 50.00000 
3 1 3 49.73684 50.00000 49.86842 
3 2 1 50.00000 50.52632 50.26316 
3 2 2 50.00000 50.52632 50.26316 
3 2 3 50.00000 50.52632 50.26316 
3 3 1 50.00000 50.52632 50.26316 
3 3 2 49.47368 50.00000 49.73684 
3 3 3 49.73684 50.26316 50.00000 
3 4 1 49.47368 50.00000 49.73684 
3 4 2 49.73684 50.26316 50.00000 
3 4 3 48.94737 50.52632 49.73684 
3 5 1 50.00000 49.47368 49.73684 
3 5 2 49.73684 49.21053 49.47368 
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TABLE D5.--Continued 

G Al-70 Al-80 Marginal 
R S T 
3 5 3 50.00000 49.47368 49.73684 
4 1 1 49.47368 49.73684 49.60526 
4 1 2 49.47368 49.73684 49.60526 
4 1 3 48.94737 50.26316 49.60526 
4 2 1 49.21053 49.73684 49.47368 
4 2 2 49.21053 49.47368 49.34211 
4 2 3 49.21053 49.73684 49.47368 
4 3 1 48.94737 50.78947 49.86842 
4 3 2 49.47368 51.05263 50.26316 

.4 3 3 49.21053 50.52632 49.86842 
4 4 1 48.94737 50.78947 49.86842 
4 4· 2 48.94737 50.52632 49.73684 
4 4 3 48.94737 50.78947 49.86842 
4 5 1 49.47368 49.73684 49.60526 
4 5 2 49.21053 50.26316 49.73684 
4 5 3 49.21053 50.00000 49.60526 
5 1 1 50.00000 50.00000 50.00000 
5 1 2 50.26316 49.73684 50.00000 
5 1 3 49.47368 49.73684 49.60526 
5 2 1 50.00000 49.47368 49.73684 
5 2 2 50.00000 49.73684 49.86842 
5 2 3 50.52632 48.94737 49.73684 
5 3 1 50.52632 49.47368 50.00000 
5 3 2 50.52632 49.21053 49.86842 
5 3 3 50.52632 49.47368 50.00000 
5 4 1 50.00000 49.73684 49.86842 
5 4 2 50.26316 49.47368 49.86842 
5 4 3 50.00000 49.73684 49.86842 
5 5 1 49.73684 50.00000 49.86842 
5 5 2 49.73684 49.73684 49.73684 
5 5 3 50.00000 49.47368 49.73684 

MARGINAL 49.57193 50.36140 49.96667 
COUNT 19 19 38 
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TABLE D6. R TO R INTERVAL (Al-70 VS Al-80) 
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE 

source ss df ms F tail GG 
MEAN 7115503.16667 1 7115503.16667 3383.78 .0000 
G 444.07895 1 444.07895 .21 .6486 
ERROR 75701. 75439 36 2102.82651 

R 145.03509 4 36.25877 .67 .6134 .5642 
RG 468.15789 4 117.03947 2.16 .0759 .1001 
ERROR 7786.14035 144 54.07042 

S 39.85965 4 9.96491 1.10 .3586 .3365 
SG 35.96491 4 8.99123 .99 .4133 .3729 
ERROR 1303.50877 144 9.05214 -
RS 92.85965 16 5.803}3 .74 .7537 .5228 
RSG 135.35088 16 8.45943 1. 08 .3725 .3594 
ERROR 4519.12281 576 7.84570 

T .75439 2 .37719 .34 .7137 .6927 
TG 1.10526 2 .55263 .50 .6107 .5927 
ERROR 80.14035 72 1.11306 

RT 9.07018 8 1.13377 .87 .5429 .4923 
RTG 9.94737 8 1.24342 .95 .4730 .4409 
ERROR 375.64912 288 1.30434 

ST 4.77193 8 .59649 .52 .8387 .7614 
STG 11.61404 8 1.45175 1. 27 .2569 .2767 
ERROR 328.28070 288 1.13986 

RST 34.08772 32 1. 06524 .98 .5070 .4657 
RSTG 36.54386 32 1.14200 1.05 .3984 .4045 
ERROR 1258.03509 1152 1. 09204 
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TABLE D7. SYSTOLIC PRESSURE (ASCENDING VS DESCENDING) 
MEANS (nun Hg) 

G = DESC ASC Marginal 
R S T 
1 1 1 127.52941 111.90476 118.89474 
1 1 2 128.35294 111.61905 119.10526 
1 1 3 128.82353 111.38095 119.18421 
1 2 1 129.17647 111.95238 119.65789 
1 2 2 128.11765 111. 47619 118.92105 
1 2 3 129.05882 112.42857 119.86842 
1 3 1 128.00000 112.23810 119.28947 
1 3 2 128.47059 112.61905 119.71053 
1 3 3 128.11765 113.09524 119.81579 
1 4 1 127.88235 112.47619 119.36842 
1 4 2 128.70588 112.80952 119.92105 
1 4 3 128.70588 113 .l~2857 120.26316 
1 5 1 128.88235 112.90476 120.05263 
1 5 2 129.52941 112.76190 120.26316 
1 5 3 129.05882 113.76190 120.60526 
2 1 1 125.88235 110.42857 117.34211 
2 1 2 125.64706 109.76190 116.86842 
2 1 3 125.52941 110.09524 117.00000 
2 2 1 125.88235 110.00000 117.10526 
2 2 2 126.11765 109.66667 117.02632 
2 2 3 126.58824 110.28571 117.57895 
2 3 1 126.82353 110.57143 117.84211 
2 3 2 126.94118 110.47619 117.84211 
2 3 3 127.29412 110.42857 117.97368 
2 4 1 126.29412 112.66667 118.76316 
2 4 2 127.05882 112.19048 118.84211 
2 4 3 127.41176 112.38095 119.10526 
2 5 1 126.76471 112.23810 118.73684 
2 5 2 127.05882 112.90476 119.23684 
2 5 3 127.17647 113.04762 119.36842 
3 1 1 128.23529 112.09524 119.31579 

. 3 1 2 128.11765 112.09524 119.26316 
3 1 3 129.29412 111.61905 ll9.52632 
3 2 1 129.05882 112.38095 119.84211 
3 2 2 129.41176 111.71429 119.63158 
3 2 3 128.70588 111.71429 119.31579 
3 3 1 128.94118 111.09524 119.07895 
3 3 2 129.29412 111.47619 119.44737 
3 3 3 128.47059 111.85714 119.28947 
3 4 1 127.76471 111.66667 118.86842 
3 4 2 128.00000 112.52381 119.44737 
3 4 3 127.29412 112.80952 119.28947 
3 5 1 129.05882 112.71429 120.02632 
3 5 2 128.35294 113.00000 119.86842 
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TABLE D7.-- Continued 

G = DESC ASC Marginal 
R S T 
3 5 3 128.58824 113.09524 120.02632 
4 1 1 129.76471 112.52381 120.23684 
4 1 2 129.17647 112.33333 119.86842 
4 1 3 129.29412 112.04762 119.76316 
4 2 1 130.58824 112.66667 120.68421 
4 2 2 130.94118 112.95238 121.00000 
4 2 3 130.47059 113.14286 120.89474 
4 3 1 130.11765 112.61905 120.44737 
4 3 2 130.23529 112.71429 120.55263 
4 3 3 130.00000 112.61905 120.39474 
4 4 1 131.05882 112.66667 120.89474 
4 4 2 131. 29412 113 .14286 121.26316 
4 4 3 130.58824 112.95238 120.84211 
4 5 1 131.05882 113.52381 121. 36842 
4 5 2 131.41176 113.90476 121.73684 
4 5 3 131.05882 113.90476 121.57895 
5 1 1 120.82353 114.71429 117.44737 
5 1 2 120.76471 114.61905 117.36842 
5 1 3 118.47059 113.19048 115.55263 
5 2 1 118.94118 112.19048 115.21053 
5 2 2 120.00000 113.61905 116.47368 
5 2 3 118.11765 112.85714 115.21053 
5 3 1 118.52941 112.57143 115.23684 
5 3 2 118.35294 112.76190 115.26316 
5 3 3 119.35294 112.23810 115.42105 
5 4 1 121. 94118 113.04762 117.0.2632 
5 4 2 120.82353 113.76190 116.92105 
5 4 3 121.47059 113.23810 116.92105 
5 5 1 121.82353 114.71429 117.89474 
5 5 2 121.76471 114.71429 117.86842 
5 5 3 121.70588 114.47619 117.71053 

MARGINAL 126.87216 112.43048 118.89123 
COUNT 17 21 38 
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TABLE D8. SYSTOLIC PRESSURE (ASCENDING VS DESCENDING) 
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE 

source ss df ms F tail GG 
MEAN 40349748.97988 1 40349748.97988 680.82 .0000 
G 146953.98199 1 146953.98199 2.48 .1241 
ERROR 2133577.81871 36 59266.05052 

R 7808.57527 4 1952.14382 .88 .4795 .4080 
RG 10953.61527 4 2738.40382 1. 23 .3008 .2953 
ERROR 320592.14543 144 2226.33434 

S 695.88344 4 173.97086 3.92 .0047 .0311 
SG 43.89186 4 10.97297 .25 .9108 .7447 
ERROR 6383.08288 144 44.32696 

RS 466.00620 16 29.12539 .76 .7267 .5612 
RSG 307.35918 16 19.20995 .50 .9456 .7497 
ERROR 21947.22749 576 38.10283 

T 7.15953 2 3.57976 .57 .5658 .5419 
TG 3.49637 2 1.74819 .28 .7564 .7243 
ERROR 449.02924 72 6.23652 

RT 66.12312 8 8.26539 2.46 .0136 .0404 
RTG 20.29154 8 2.53644 .76 .6425 .5711 
ERROR 967.09513 288 3.35797 

ST 30.51116 8 3.81389 1. 38 .2063 .2314 
STG 17.29011 8 2.16126 .78 .6206 .5737 
ERROR 797.92463 288 2.77057 

RST 132.26413 32 4.13325 1. 29 .1291 .2535 
RSTG 109.15536 32 3.41111 1. 07 .3689 .3860 
ERROR 3685.80534 1152 3.19948 
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TABLE D9. DIASTOLIC PRESSURE (ASCENDING VS DESCENDING) 
MEANS (rom Hg) 

G = DESC ASC Marginal 
,R S T 

1 1 1 66.82353 63.23810 64.84211 
1 l' 2 67.41176 63.28571 65.13158 
1 1 3 67.64706 62.90476 65.02632 
1 2 1 67.41176 60.76190 63.73684 
1 2 2 67.17647 60.57143 63.52632 
1 2 3 67.41176 60.95238 63.84211 
1 3 1 66.58824 60.38095 63.15789 
1 3 2 66.82353 60.38095 63.26316 
1 3 3 66.82353 61. 04762 63.63158 
1 4 1 66.70588 60.33333 63.18421 
1 4 2 67.76471 60.19048 63.57895 
1 4 3 67.52941 60.66667 63.73684 
1 5 1 67.41176 61. 23810 64.00000 
1 5 2 67.29412 61.52381 64.10526 
1 5 3 67.64706 61.33333 64.15789 
2 1 1 64.82353 57.52381 60.78947 
2 1 2 64.94118 57.61905 60.89474 
2 1 3 64.94118 57.33333 60.73684 
2 2 1 65.05882 57.23810 60.73684 
2 2 2 65.52941 57.04762 60.84211 
2 2 3 65.52941 57.61905 61.15789 
2 3 1 66.23529 57.80952 61.57895 
2 3 2 66.11765 57.52381 61. 36842 
2 3 3 66.00000 57.23810 61.15789 
2 4 1 65.82353 58.47619 61.76316 
2 4 2 66.41176 58.47619 62.02632 
2 4 3 66.52941 58.47619 62.07895 
2 5 1 65.94118 58.28571 61.71053 
2 5 2 66.05882 58.28571 61.76316 
2 5 3 66.29412 58.38095 61.92105 
3 1 1 69.29412 56.66667 62.31579 
3 1 2 69.88235 57.14286 62.84211 
3 1 3 69.41176 56.85714 62.47368 
3 2 1 68.47059 56.19048 61. 68421 
3 2 2 68.35294 56.76190 61. 94737 
3 2 3 68.58824 56.66667 62.00000 
3 3 1 69.17647 56.04762 61.92105 
3 3 2 69.17647 56.57143 62.21053 
3 3 3 68.70588 56.66667 62.05263 
3 4 1 68.00000 57.28571 62.07895 
3 4 2 68.00000 57.47619 62.18421 
3 4 3 68.23529 57.76190 62.44737 
3 5 1 68.47059 56.42857 61. 81579 
3 5 2 68.58824 57.57143 62.50000 
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TABLE D9.--Continued 

G = DESC ASC Marginal 
R S T 
3 5 3 68.70588 57.19048 62.34211 
4 1 1 73.76471 56.57143 64.26316 
4 1 2 72.82353 56.47619 63.78947 
4 1 3 72.94118 55.42857 63.26316 
4 2 1 72.23529 56.00000 63.26316 
4 2 2 72.11765 56.28571 63.36842 
4 2 3 7l.17647 56.00000 62.78947 
4 3 1 70.11765 55.42857 62.00000 
4 3 2 70.58824 55.52381 62.26316 
4 3 3 70.35294 55.38095 62.07895 
4 4 1 71.76471 55.71429 62.89474 
4 4 2 7l. 88235 55.90476 63.05263 
4 4 3 7l. 41176 55.80952 62.78947 
4 5 1 7l. 05882 55.71429 62.57895 
4 5 2 72.11765 55.71429 63.05263 
4 5 3 72.00000 55.90476 63.10526 
5 1 1 67.82353 56.19048 6l. 39474 
5 1 2 67.11765 55.52381 60.71053 
5 1 3 66.23529 54.42857 59.71053 
5 2 1 65.82353 53.47619 59.00000 
5 2 2 65.94118 54 .190L~8 59.44737 
5 2 3 64.52941 53.47619 58.4f105 
5 3 1 65.35294 54.14286 59.15789 
5 3 2 65.70588 53.85714 59.15789 
5 3 3 65.35294 53.47619 58.78947 
5 4 1 67.23529 55.28571 60.63158 

·5 4 2 67.11765 55.47619 60.68421 
5 4 3 66.88235 55.28571 60.47368 
5 5 1 68.82353 56.09524 61.78947 
5 5 2 68.11765 56.00000 6l. 42105 
5 5 3 68.47059 55.71429 6l. 42105 

MARGINAL 68.03529 57.33206 62.12035 
COUNT 17 21 38 
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TABLE D10. DIASTOLIC PRESSURE (ASCENDING VS DESCENDING) 
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE 

source ss df ms F tail GG 
MEAN 11074262.85077 1 11074262.85077 505.36 .0000 
G 80718.97709 1 80718.97709 3.68 .0629 
ERROR 788884.15589 36 21913.44877 

R 4605.94299 4 1151.48575 .81 .5207 .4354 
RG 8413.52895 4 2103.38224 1.48 .2114 .2360 
ERROR 204712.91526 144 1421.61747 

S 441.99834 4 110.49959 4.04 .0039 .0137 
SG 7.35975 4 1.83994 .07 .9916 .9632 
ERROR 3940.05289 144 27.36148 

RS 634.86825 16 39.6792/ 1. 67 .0482 .1286 
RSG 307.61912 16 19.22620 .81 .6758 .5651 
ERROR 13686.48754 576 23.76126 

l' 10.58105 2 5.29052 2.24 .1142 .1143 
TG .02947 2 .01473 .01 .9938 .9937 
ERROR 170.32702 72 2.36565 

RT 64.59698 8 8.07462 4.08 .0001 .0025 
RTG 13.33102 8 1.66638 .84 .5658 .5098 
ERROR 569.57214 288 1. 97768 

ST 29.03023 8 3.62878 2.04 .0423 .0800 
STG 17.69409 8 2.21176 1. 24 .2750 .2933 
ERROR 513.38801 288 1.78260 

RST 61.49722 32 1. 92179 1. 37 .0843 .1924 
RSTG 39.14213 32 1.22319 .87 .6752 .5622 
ERROR 1618.70909 1152 1. 40513 
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TABLE D11. R TO R INTERVAL (ASCENDING VS DESCENDI~G) 
MEANS (one hundredths of a second) 

G = DESC ASC Marginal 
·R S T 

1 1 1 49.11765 49.28571 49.21053 
1 1 2 49.11765 49.52381 49.34211 
1 1 3 49.11765 49.28571 49.21053 
1 2 1 51.17647 48.80952 49.86842 
1 2 2 52.05882 48.80952 50.26316 
1 2 3 51.47059 49.04762 50.13158 
1 3 1 52.05882 48.57143 50.13158 
1 3 2 51.47059 48.57143 49.86842 
1 3 3 52.05882 48.80952 50.26316 
1 4 1 52.35294 48.57143 50.26316 
1 4 2 51. 76471 49.04762 50.26316 
1 4 3 51.76471 49.04762 50.26316 
1 5 1 52.05882 48.57143 50.13158 
1 5 2 51. 76471 49.04762 50.26316 
1 5 3 51.76471 49.04762 50.26316 
2 1 1 51.17647 49.52381 50.26316 
2 1 2 50.88235 48.80952 49.73684 
2 1 3 51. 76471 49.52381 50.52632 
2 2 1 51.17647 49.52381 50.26316 
2 2 2 51.47059 49.76190 50.52632 
2 2 3 51.47059 49.52381 50.39474 
2 3 1 51. 76471 49.52381 50.52632 
2 3 2 51.47059 49.28571 50.26316 
2 3 3 52.05882 49.52381 50.65789 
2 4 1 51.17647 49.52381 50.26316 
2 4 2 51.17647 49.52381 50.26316 
2 4 3 .52.05882 49.52381 50.65789 
2 5 1 51.76471 49.28571 50.39474 
2 5 2 51. 76471 49.52381 50.52632 
2 5 3 51.47059 49.52381 50.39474 
3 1 1 50.58824 49.04762 49.73684 
3 1 2 51.17647 49.04762 50.00000 
3 1 3 50.88235 49.04762 49.86842 
3 2 1 51.47059 49.28571 50.26316 
3 2 2 51.47059 49.28571 50.26316 
3 2 3 51.17647 49.52381 50.26316 
3 3 1 51.17647 49.52381 50.26316 
3 3 2 50.58824 49.04762 49.73684 
3 3 3 51.47059 48.80952 50.00000 
3 4 1 50.58824 49.04762 49.7.3684 
3 4 2 50.88235 49.28571 50.00000 
3 4 3 50.58824 49.04762 49.73684 
3 5 1 50.88235 48.80952 49.73684 
3 5 2 50.58824 48.57143 49.47368 
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TABLE D11.--Continued 

G = DESC ASC Marginal 
R S T 
3 5 3 50.88235 48.80952 49.73684 
4 1 1 50.29412 49.04762 49.60526 
4 1 2 50.58824 48.80952 49.60526 
4 1 3 50.88235 48.57143 49.60526 
4 2 1 50.88235 48.33333 49.47368 
4 2 2 50.58824 48.33333 49.34211 
4 2 3 50.88235 48.33333 49.47368 
4 3 1 50.88235 49.04762 49.86842 
4 3 2 51.47059 49.28571 50.26316 
4 3 3 51.17647 48.80952 49.86842 
4 4 1 50.88235 49.04762 49.86842 
4 4 2 50.88235 48.80952 49.73684 
4 4 3 50.88235 49.04762 49.86842 
4 5 1 50.88235 48.57143 49.60526 
4 5 2 51.17647 48.57143 49.73684 
4 5 3 50.88235 48.57143 49.60526 
5 1 1 50.29412 49.76190 50.00000 
5 1 2 50.29412 49.76190 50.00000 
5 1 3 50.29412 49.04762 49.60526 
5 2 1 50.58824 49.04762 49.73684 
5 2 2 50.58824 49.28571 49.86842 
5 2 3 50.29412 49.28571 49.73684 
5 3 1 50.88235 49.28571 50.00000 
5 3 2 50.29412 49.52381 49.86842 
5 3 3 50.29412 49.76190 50.00000 
5 4 1 49.70588 50.00000 49.86842 
5 4 2 50.00000 49.76190 49.86842 
5 4 3 49.70588 50.00000 49.86842 
5 5 1 50.29412 49.52381 49.86842 
5 5 2 50.00000 49.52381 49.73684 
5 5 3 50.29412 49.28571 49.73684 

MARGINAL 50.97647 49.14921 49.96667 
COUNT 17 21 38 
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TABLE D12. R TO R INTERVAL (ASCENDING VS DESCENDING) 
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE 

source ss df InS F tail GG 
MEAN 7063774.28692 1 7063774.28692 3446.06 .0000 
G 2352.60271 1 2352.60271 1.15 .2912 
ERROR 73793.23063 36 2049.81196 

R 154.36056 4 38.59014 .69 .5985 .5509 
RG 226.92196 4 56.73049 1. 02 .4004 .3851 
ERROR 8027.37628 144 55.74567 

S 49.67753 4 12.41938 1.42 .2297 .2481 
SG 81.53718 4 20.38429 2.33 .0585 .1048 
ERROR 1257.93651 144 8.73567 

RS 112.34346 16 7.02147 .91 .5580 .4384 
RSG 208.55398 16 13.03462 1. 69 .0447 .1741 
ERROR 4445.91970 576 7.71861 

T .91203 2 .45602 .41 .6664 .6439 
TG .80677 2 .40339 .36 .6982 .6748 
ERROR 80.43884 72 1.11721 

RT 9.36464 8 1.17058 .90 .5185 .4741 
RTG 10.17165 8 1. 27146 .98 .4554 .4279 
ERROR 375.42484 288 1.30356 

ST 5.36714 8 .67089 .59 .7872 .7091 
STG 11.61276 8 1. 45159 1. 27 .2570 .2772 
ERROR 328.28198 288 1.13987 

RST 35.15352 32 1. 09855 1. 01 .4594 .4389 
RSTG 36.10089 32 1.12815 1.03 .4179 .4155 
ERROR 1258.47806 1152 1. 09243 
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